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Q2 How old are you?

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

52

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything
you think we have missed?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?

Respondent skipped this question

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be
considered?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Many have been talked about/announced for some time eg light rail, metro. Get on and build it!

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Plan should include Rhodes peninsula, in particular linkages between Rhodes station and Wentworth Point/ Homebush.
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I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

78

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
It's not clear how the "scenarios" are testing policy options. They appear to reflect development take-up rates, which are forecasts, not
options. To test the value of staging and sequencing, you would need to test different staging and sequencing options, then stress test
those options against different development scenarios. You've fundamentally got the whole investment planning process around the
wrong way, which doesn't address the problem/opportunity. The findings are therefore completely flawed. There is no way possible that
the NPV of investing in PLR2 precincts is greater than investing in a place like Harris Park or Camellia which already has PLR1 (lower
cost) and are closer to jobs and amenity. You've probably included sunk costs in your analysis, with is wrong.
Is the policy problem really staging and sequencing? How much out-of-sequence development really is there? Is there any evidence
that this is a significant opportunity cost to the employment of resources in NSW? There is a lot of evidence that restrictive zoning is
cost to the economy...

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
It can't, the model is flawed.
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Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
You should discuss the problem you are trying to solve...
Households and businesses are spending billions of hours/dollars to fund expensive mortgages, expensive toll roads, and sprawling
greenfield development. The mis-allocation of product capacity in the NSW economy is astonishing! Staging and sequencing in GPOP
isn't really the problem with infrastructure planning and investment in NSW. We have completely lost sight of how to build efficient cities
that have affordable housing (not subsidised), affordable transport, and affordable energy and water.
A new $700k housing in NSW will have nearly $200k taxes... there is no infrastructure funding problem! There is no staging and
sequencing problem. The problem is we've just spent too much on inefficient cars and sprawling infrastructure, and we haven't invested
in railways, walking and cycling.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Respondent skipped this question

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Finding 1 is flawed, see modelling comments.
Finding 2 doesn't prove the benefits or affordability of these amenities.
Finding 3 isn't useful. Making laundry lists of infrastructure is a waste of time. Limit the analysis to the costs that have a meaningful
impact on staging and sequencing, and measure those. The NSW is the largest recipient of tax revenue from development activity,
GST, Stamp Duty, SIC, so of course they need to fund infrastructure.
Finding 4 and 5 are basically arguing that staging and sequencing matters. Maybe it does, but your model doesn't prove that.
The far more important findings would be related to what infrastructure we should be building and where... When should be aligned with
market feasibility and take-up rates, I can't imagine the question of "when" is as much of a burden on economic resources compared to
expensive mega projects like Westconnex and Beaches Link that lock us into expensive and inefficient transport.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Is this a strategy or an investment case? Not sure it needs Actions. The whole this is confused about what it is. It would be far more
informative to understand when decisions like PLR2 need to be made... If you did a proper analysis of staging and seqencing, there is
no way it would be cheaper to build PLR2 precincts before you build precincts like Camelia, even if you need to bury the JRD in a
trench like Southern Cross Drive and connect all the at grade streets and LR. I think you've confused sunk costs with marginal costs.
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Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
It's a nice laundry list of projects, but the staging and sequencing doesn't demonstrate their value to the community is greater than their
cost. You're measuring the wrong thing.
The analysis should focus on city-shaping projects (roads and rail) that increase the carrying capacity of the land, and development
enabling projects (utilities and land for schools and open space). All the community supporting stuff (classrooms, hospital beds,
libraries, community centres, museums, etc) won't change with the staging and sequencing of precincts. These are policy decisions that
would be considered elsewhere and shouldn't form part of the analysis.
If you wanted to identify the most valuable infrastructure to prioritise for the government, you'd need to do a CBA for each investment
option and compare them. If you did the analysis properly you'd find that the cost of spending on rail is far cheaper than the cost of
spending on cars, roads, motorways and sprawl... but that's a different policy problem.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
I think you've missed the opportunity to demonstrate to government that compact, walkable, transit-oriented, infill development is the
most efficient, affordable and sustainable way for to achieve the Central City housing targets. The process should have produced a
business case to secure a funding envelope for the city-shaping and growth-enabling projects to ensure the government will support the
private sector investment as needed to achieve the "what, where and when" identified in the planning process.
Housing targets are just a forecast. The question of when should be staging and sequencing, not a fixed moment in time. The
government should be making all necessary public investments to support an efficient housing and employment development market.
The idea that you would limit growth and constrain the market is madness. This is just a unnecessary burden on the economy, inflating
housing prices and disproportionately affecting younger people.
There is no funding challenge. We collect far more taxes from development activity than we spend on development related
infrastructure. We should be ready and willing to make all necessary investments needed to realise the most efficient, well-planned and
valuable development programs.
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John Sampson
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19-26

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
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to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
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Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

97

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
There needs to be an easier method for pedestrians to cross the cities via an extensive network of footbridges which allows commuters
to reach various locations safely and quickly. Such an idea is not novel as Hong Kong has implemented its Central Elevated Walkway
System since 1970's allowing residents, commuters and tourists to bypass traffic lights to get to locations quickly.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
This idea of a bridge city can help link the city to other precincts and sections of the city.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Through dialogue and canvassing of further bridge proposals that centre around the Central Elevated Walkway model which help better
link precincts and locations within precincts.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Sydney needs to press forward with visionary and futuristic models of transportation and infrastructure as leading cities such as
Singapore and Hong Kong are almost 50 years ahead of the current state of Sydney. The immediate costs will be offset by the
productivity and growth enjoyed by future generations who have the privilege and enjoy working and living in Sydney. That is the
unselfish and right way forward to delivering infrastructure that is sustainable and powered by 100% clean energy.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
I believe that the proposed actions are too little too late.

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
In comparison to a city like Hong Kong, Sydney is 40 years behind in terms of infrastructure such as a Mass Transit System, an
interconnected walkway. The governance behind the urban development and infrastructure in Sydney should be ashamed of
themselves. These 5 actions only stonewall developments of Sydney's rapid growth to half a decade behind the leading financial and
commercial hub which is Hong Kong. What Sydney has done over these 50 years is disgraceful with politics stalling projects like the
metro, a 2nd Sydney Airport and better motorways to reduce congestion. These projects need to be desperately fast-tracked if Sydney
is to keep up with future population projections. I do not believe you can grow precincts that do not already have the appropriate
infrastructure to keep up with the demand for services. Precincts should be allowed to grow after key projects are already activated
otherwise there will be worse congestion and decrease productivity.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
The priorities are with good faith, however, I again believe that If Sydney wants to be a leading world-class city in terms of a
commercial, financial and tourism hub we need to model it on Hong Kong. In order to do this, the Greater Sydney Commission should
consider fast-tracking key infrastructure projects which should be done easily under unified State and Federal Governments. Our
priority within the next decade is to expand the Metro network and create a more substantial network with more stations that transverse
the 3 key cities and in between, just like the success of the MTR in Hong Kong. In terms of area Hong Kong covers as much area
between Sydney CBD to Blacktown (East to West) and Hornsby to Hurstville from North to South. Despite having a similar area
Sydney has only 13 Metro station as of 2019 while HK has over 80. In the future, the vision of a greater expansion of the Metro needs
to be fully considered as a proper network rather than a linear service which it is currently today.
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Q13 Have we missed anything?
As a resident of Westmead, I will have a hard time getting over the railway line as there is only 1 feasible footbridge that allows me to
access Alexandra avenue. This footbridge is namely Westmead Station which is terribly narrow especially during peak hour which only
compounds the congestion in the area. In future, this congestion will only become worse with the arrival of the metro. Therefore there
need to be more bridges that allow pedestrians, wheelchair users, families with prams to cross the railway line between Park Parade
and Alexandra Avenue, one that is specialised for the use of the metro station. What is the point of having a new Metro Station if it only
contributes to intensify the congestion in the crucial area? Hence I propose that the new metro station in Westmead should be futureproofed with a covered elevated walkway (bridge) that traverses above the existing railway line which connects Hassal Street and
Central Avenue to allowing Westmead Health residents, employees and visitors to easily access the new metro and bus services along
Alexandra Ave in Westmead. In order to achieve this several perpendicular parking spots along with Railway parade need to be
removed near the location named "Secure Bike Locker Westmead Station," this proposed walkway would connect to the other side
down to Bike Lockers on the Alexandra Avenue. If there are no other means to cross the railway line for pedestrians and cyclists then
the new Metro station will not be prepared for the purpose which is to efficiently move passengers not just on the trains but allow for the
amenities that reduce congestion as well such as multiple bridges across Westmead railway. Since Westmead is becoming a Health
Hub with more visitors there seriously needs to be more pedestrian crossings and traffic lights along Railway Parade as of now there is
only 1 pedestrian crossing which is incapable of mitigating the risk of pedestrian collision further down the street. Also on the topic of
bridges there need to be planning to better connect the Northern and Southern parts of Parramatta Park namely the Cattle Paddock
with the Southern Domain which is again separated by the pesky railway line. The current provisions in place to allow pedestrians to
travel in between each precincts is via an underpass tunnel which is dangerous, often flooded and difficult as pedestrians need to
contend with 2 lanes of fast-flowing traffic on Alexandra Avenue. There is no pedestrian crossing and lights which makes for the
connection between the North and South parts of Parramatta Park almost non-existent. Therefore another elevated footbridge needs to
be constructed to allow pedestrians to transverse the railway line- one that is within the park and that is again close to the new metro
line to allow for patrons, concert, festival-goers. sports fans to access the key areas of Parramatta Park.
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27 - 36

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

15

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
The whole thing looks like Utopia - what does place based even mean? Too much guff, not enough detail.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
This model looks expensive, time consuming and lacks detail. Fundamentally, this appears to be a waste of time.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Speak to us earlier.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Federal government should pay a fair share of costs.
But the infrastructure scoped is not clearly detailed and appears ill-conceived.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

No,
Comment:
This just means the place will feel 'constantly under
construction'. This isn't how good placemaking happens.

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
This just means the place will feel 'constantly under construction'. This isn't how good placemaking happens.
Deliver the full masterplan and associated infrastructure.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
The transport cost appears way too high.
We need more metro lines not light rails, roads etc.
Not enough money spent on education and public schooling.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Fundamentally the PIC needs to acknowledge points of failures not just successes before jumping to look at this as an option for all
future precincts
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Bryan Rutter
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47 - 56

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

91

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
No it was very comprehensive in the explanation of the process of decision making to site/zone selection to implementation and funding

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
This will need to be assessed after we see the process commence from a document into action. From these learnings the model will
have great use in other places

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Renders by precinct will allow the community to understand the written intent, There are so many council planning releases/strategic
plans etc out at the same time as this report it does become confusing as to who is doing what first.
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
I think the use of suburb names as precincts becomes a little misleading for eg: The term used for redevelopment of Nth Parramatta is
used yet in reality it is only certain parts of Nth Parramatta. Generally we in the community or in business in the region read these plans
with self interest as the primary motive. General suburb descriptions are too generic to assist.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Sounds good as long as following respective Governments continue to stick to the roll out and can afford to continue to allocate the
funds required

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
These are Critical and also likely to have the greatest cost blowout, which will mean either cutbacks or higher subsidies from developers
which will increase the price of housing and local rates.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
No
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47 - 56

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
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I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

80

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
The report is very well presented and articulated relatively clearly.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?

Respondent skipped this question

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 4
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Yes.
The report has clearly identified a need to retain industrial areas. This is absolutely critical to the long term success of Sydney. Any
idea of reviewing this position in the future should be scrapped as Camellia, Silverwater etc are important industrial hubs that can never
be replaced.
It is easy to add additional office buildings throughout Sydney but land values will never allow new industrial to be viable within inner
Sydney hence why it should be made absolutely clear that these areas will never be rezoned.
We have already lost a lot of quality jobs in small industrial areas such as Meadowbank, Melrose Park etc. These small businesses
have all closed down because they are not viable to be based out in Western Sydney industrial precincts. We have lost mechanic
workshops, auto electricians, boutique warehouses, coffee roasting facilities, small manufacturing facilities, steel fabricators, builder’s
facilities etc.
These facilities staying in the Camellia/Silverwater precinct also ensure our product costs remain competitive as the goods are within
easy reach of most of Sydney's suburbs.
We can't simply rely on office work as our key future employment and must encourage the retention of industrial space.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
"Proposed action 3: Support existing uses in the remaining precincts across GPOP and review their potential over time."
This should be amended to delete the words "and review their potential over time".
For the reasons set out above, the industrial areas must remain to cement a strong employment base for Sydney.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Major infrastructure like the Metro needs to be accelerated to keep the city productive and employees happy. This happiness will also
help drive additional economic output such as the night time economy.
The cost of borrowing to accelerate the Metro should be considered with a long term view of the positive impacts rather than waiting for
Government funding.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Yes. The Rhodes Industrial Precinct along Leeds Street should also be included as part of Proposed Action 3 to ensure this industrial
employment base is retained. Some will argue that the buildings are aging and therefore the use should be changed. If certainty
existed to retain this as industrial, landowners can then invest in upgrading their facilities as all factories are full and to remove them
would be unproductive.
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57 - 66

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
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Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

99

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
The University of Western Sydney (and other education resources) role n the GPOP could be emphasised more; The broader Rhodes
peninsula from Rhodes Station and Concord West are possible Priority locations due to transport infrastructure, education and
environmental provisions; the north side of Auburn has important culture facilities, housing and employment growth close to mosques
is critical; the locality has infrastructure and potential

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
The approach is warranted in the Randwick cluster; the Pyrmont/ Sydney University cluster and the Leppington broader locality

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Continue with lots of outreach workshops; the Federal government needs to have a major role in this process since it is geared to major
employment opportunities and nation positioning strategies
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 4,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Broad principle that growth should be on and complement the existing infrastructure

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
Its a very good beginning for the Commission

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Not really

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Supported whole heartedly

Q13 Have we missed anything?
The Federal Government's role in this
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Over 66
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Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

75

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Yes!! The community is missing from all references to "a collaborative approach". Planning holistically for places does not include
Housing, more particularly Social/Affordable Housing. For delivery of the PIC Pilot the Commission's Infrastructure Delivery Committee
should include formal community representation on the Committee. Any periodic review should include community representation on
the review body to ensure that "community preferences" are validly identified.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
Unless the community is represented on bodies undertaking reviews of other places, the model is flawed

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
By being part of the collaboration considering and planning for the needs of an area undergoing major transformation - from the
beginning of the process, not as an afterthought when all the decisions have been made.
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 3

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Community representatives must be involved from the beginning of the examination of possible new development within their locale.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
Infrastructure must include Social/Affordable Housing.
Community must be involved in decisions about priorities

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
See above

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
See above

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Community involvement early. Social/Affordable Housing
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57 - 66
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I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

49

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
There is no recognition of urban bushland. There is reference to 'environment' with some worthy ideas: upgrades for Parramatta Park,
tree canopy at school sites, some water recycling. However it totally misses any opportunity to preserve natural areas for the benefit of
community and our native flora and fauna.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
The inclusion of urban bushland SHOULD be included for all areas. It is environmental infrastructure.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Being aware of the value of all aspects of community - including the benefits from urban bushland that is well resourced so it may be
maintained in a safe, clean and tidy manner - this does not make it a park, but an area of natural bush free from feral flora and fauna.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 2
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Urban Bushland! And it is not necessarily all trees... scrub and grasslands are important habitat areas as well, especially for western
Sydney

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
No

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
It ignores the priority of urban bushland, natural areas of beauty or even the opportunity to re-establish urban bushland for health and
well being of all.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
YES - URBAN BUSHLAND opportunities and benefits.
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Gary Caldarola
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37 - 46
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Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

49

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Adding timeline for implementation of the document in the hierarchy

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
Collaboration with councils to create a unified approach to planning and development

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
There has been lots of community engagement
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 4,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Acceleration of growth in precincts that have been earmarked for a long time to give residents clarity for their future

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Please bring Homebush-North Strathfield precinct in earlier in the sequence as the residents have been in a state of uncertainty since
2013.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Great! Metro is a great addition to the area.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Ensuring Canada Bay LSPS and subsequent LEP is aligned with the GSC and GPOP vision and DPIE precincts. Thank you.
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47 - 56

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
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to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

0

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
greater transparency around the conclusions reached

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
more transparency with community

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be
considered?

Respondent skipped this question

Finding 5
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Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
have no idea if you have sequenced the precincts correctly

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
You have kept all the data restricted so have no idea if you are accurate in your assessments or terribly inaccurate

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Personally, I think you probably have got it wrong

Q13 Have we missed anything?
appropriately informing the community around the specifics of your decision making
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Full Name

Suzette Meade

Post Code

2151

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

37 - 46

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

19

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Say what you really mean instead of marketing spin

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
Transparency with community is appreciated.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Allow community real engagement before planning decisions are made like they are now when are submissions are useless as the
SEARS a d DA is already lodged.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 2
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be
considered?

Respondent skipped this question

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

No

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 What do you think about the service and
infrastructure priorities?

Respondent skipped this question

Q13 Have we missed anything?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Address
Full Name

Greg Meyer

Post Code

2152

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

Over 66

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

20

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
examples for each 6 areas of what you really mean when you say costs and benefits. Eg.s which people can recognize and reflect our
lives and aspirations.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
Show it making our lives better with metrics that measure quality of life and not just monetary costs and returns.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
have a complete measure of the costs of development from the consumers lives (e.g, air quality, water quality, fresh food access, ease
of movement, access to shops and jobs, noise,
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
These finds are so artfully vague that I have no idea of what your are using to measure costs and benefits. But, I'm curious if your plans
include space, education and support for local food production, organic waste recycling, bee friendly environments, accountability ($$)
for industrial waste, toxins, disruption, land degradation, habitat loss.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
same reason you can't cook a 5 course meal at the same
time on one burner.

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Who will monitor this plan so that you are held accountable for each action and deliver your outcomes?

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
don't know what they are really. You just say you want the right infrastructure and services needed for the right growth at each stage.
Well, duh. That's right up there with, " We will have the things we need when we need them most."

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Accountability with "punishment" for missed targets. Not ignored and explained but held accountable monetarily and job security. You
don't deliver, you go, and pay us back. You know, like we all have to do with our jobs and services.
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Q1 Address
Full Name

Weizhen

Post Code

2114

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

27 - 36

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

80

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Release a trial / simplified version of the Co.Len data model online for community to better understand the cost implications to support
growth and any necessary trade-off to support sustainable growth.
It will also be helpful to explain further (by giving practical examples) why the 'tranformative' scenario is selected for GPOP and in what
circumstances (for areas outside GPOP) that an alternative scenario may best inform their PIC.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
N/A

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Introduce online interactive engagement tools, e.g. a simplified Co.Len data model.
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 4,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Cost - Benefit analysis should also consider intangible value, such as social values.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Strongly support the bus route and corridor improvements for movement along Victoria Road

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Great - but get on with the delivery and reporting on the progress, what has been delivered and why if they have not.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
Further explanation of the Co.Len data model.
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Q1 Address
Full Name

mike curtis

Post Code

2142

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

57 - 66

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

63

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything
you think we have missed?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?

Respondent skipped this question

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 4,
Finding 5
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be
considered?

Respondent skipped this question

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 What do you think about the service and
infrastructure priorities?

Respondent skipped this question

Q13 Have we missed anything?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Address
Full Name

Richard Ure

Post Code

2121

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

Over 66

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

97

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything
you think we have missed?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
I thought this is the way such studies always happened.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 4,
Finding 5
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Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Are the boundaries for the study correct? Is their location susceptible to missing opportunities?

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
The horse seems to have bolted with one size fits all residential land zone being imposed on land near stations with no reference to the
needs for residential infrastructure.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Essential but often ignored.

Q13 Have we missed anything?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1 Address
Full Name

Matthew Esterman

Post Code

2117

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

27 - 36

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

95

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Consider the differences between K-12 education systems when discussing "schools". There are significant opportunities for new
models of schools to grow in this area, as will be explored at Arthur Phillip HS, OLMC Parramatta and others.

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
Perhaps on smaller scales, rural and regional centres may benefit from considering all the potential connections between services.

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
Ask for assistance from people on actual projects, design thinking workshops and even policy development sessions. Especially with
high school students who we hope to attract back to the GPOP for living and working in these new models.
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Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 3,
Finding 4,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
As stated above, the need to consider different models/opportunities for K-12 education in GPOP. Simply adding "a school" in each
precinct is not necessarily enough.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
One reason people move to Australia, move areas within Australia and areas within Sydney/other centres is because of quality
schooling and its connection to other services. Families should feel that by living in GPOP they are spoilt for choice in terms of quality of
life. Schools take at least three years to begin from scratch, even when supported by a system like DoE or Catholic Ed, so it is
important to begin to plan how many schools we will need and what school might be in GPOP.

Q13 Have we missed anything?
The voice of the young people who will live most of their lives in a GPOP model. Please hold a youth forum if one has not yet been
done.
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Q1 Address
Full Name

USG Boral

Post Code

2142

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

47 - 56

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

Respondent skipped this question

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

75

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything
you think we have missed?

Respondent skipped this question

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7 How can community and industry better participate?

Respondent skipped this question

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 3,
Finding 4

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Timing of infrastructure. For example, Grand Ave should be upgraded well before any development works commence.
Environmental impacts to also guide decision making - heavy industry cannot exist adjacent residential and some higher-order industrial
uses.
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Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
Protection of the existing industrial Camellia operations from land use conflict pressures associated with the introduction of residential
uses within close proximity to be considered in more certain terms. Any future residential and employment development to ensure they
design to reflect the existance of the neighbouring industries.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Upgrades to Grand Ave and intersection of Grand Ave and James Ruse Drive should be a priority and to be provided before the
redevelopment of the Camellia precinct.

Q13 Have we missed anything?

Respondent skipped this question
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2121

Email Address

Q2 How old are you?

57 - 66

Q3 All submissions may be made public (including full
name and postcode only). If you prefer your submission
to be published anonymously (using your postcode only),
please click here:

I would like to make an anonymous submission

Q4 After reading the document, how well do you feel you
understand the PIC model?

68

Q5 How could we improve the model? Is there anything you think we have missed?
Great theory but I note a key element is funding. To date planning seems to be developer driven as they have the fund. This means
development outstrips infrastructure. So its implementation is likely to be a challenge.
What about consideration for building quality, changing SEPPs to give bigger setbacks and ensuring adequate commercial space is
provided in Strategic Centres such as Epping?

Q6 How could this model be used to help other places?
The collaborative approach proposed is good. However, using the Powerhouse Museum as an example of State Government driven
development, it would appear that there is no consideration for local residents' or Council's concerns such as its impact on heritage
items. So it seems like a model from top down and pity those who have to suffer/live with it. So from a Government's perspective it can
be used to help other places but perhaps the locals do not want this type of help.
No one seems to stop and think about the unintended impact of some Planning Proposals or DAs until it is too late (such as the
accumulative impact on traffic). The Planning Panels just look at each PP or DA in isolation and this spells disaster as happened in
Epping. The Planning Panels need to have the capacity to have a bigger perspective and look at the overall impact on LGAs or
precincts from the accumulative effects of their decisions.
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Q7 How can community and industry better participate?
It is noted in the documents the community wants more trees, parks and green spaces and sustainability is part of the measures.
However, this is not what we are seeing happening in our communities. It would seem that message has not got through to the Councils
and developers. So maybe incentives for their cooperation is needed. Maybe they have to pay the State Government each time they
remove a tree or are non-compliant with deep soil space.

Q8 What findings from the GPOP pilot do you agree
with?

Finding 1,
Finding 2,
Finding 4,
Finding 5

Q9 Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
I agree with Finding 5 but it is a pipe dream to think that Growth can be sequenced. It is developer driven and nothing seems to be able
to control this.
Re finding 3: I think the Federal Government needs to contribute more as it is the one pushing for the population increase which is
generating the need for such high levels of development.
Please consider adding more about mitigation of urban heat and preventing urban heat banks. This problem is not making our city
liveable.

Q10 Do you understand why we need to stage and
sequence development in GPOP?

Yes,
Comment:
Good luck in its implementation the next time a developer
comes forward with a Planning Proposal for a large
development in a location with no infrastructure. The
developers seem to be able to determine where
developments happen irregardless of whether the
infrastructure is or isn't there.

Q11 Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
RE proposed Action 3. Can some precincts be left as they are and never looked at for review for potential? That is can some precincts
be deemed as being protected from all the destructive development we are seeing. Maybe designating them as heritage conservation
areas or state significant heritage precincts. eg It is so lovely to visit the Rocks area in the CBD and know it will still be there tomorrow.
Maybe designate the precinct near Harris Park train station or other similar areas to be protected from high-rise development. Also
consider bushfire prone areas and ban building major developments in these areas.

Q12 What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
Again this is good in theory but we are not seeing this happening in Epping. The community asked to have shared use of Epping Public
School's new development and were knocked back. We were told by the State Member there is no money for it.
Can something be added to give more protection for bushlands and vegetation in National Parks. This is an important part of urban
infrastructure as development encroaches on it and National Parks are under the threat of privatisation.
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Q13 Have we missed anything?
Can you combat Council trends in urban design which are not evidence based but are popular with staff? That is while you have use of
data can there also be use of best practice and well researched practices. Maybe the GSC needs a research division. For example, the
City of Parramatta Council is currently pushing rooftop gardens for communal open space for DAs in lieu of ground level open space
and compliance with setback. While Council and the Planning Panels think this is superior for providing open space they fail to see that
this is not good for urban heat, wildlife habitat and allowing space for tree canopy. If there was research on this the public could point
them to it would be helpful.
I hope the data will be available to the public.
I would like to see the SEPPs reviewed to ensure more deep soil space is provided for planting and bigger setbacks to allow tree
canopy and more vegetation.
Can it be imposed that the new housing estates out west include public open space and recreational facilities. I drove through a new
housing estate recently and was horrified to see there are lots of houses with no space to plant trees between them but also no
planning for parks and green spaces amidst these developments. These suburbs will be so hot.
Can there be more guidance on the amount of space for various key things. Can the agricultural land around Sydney be protected so
we continue to have access to market gardens' fresh produce. Too much fertile land has been taken up with housing estates. Can there
be a proviso for protecting industrial land from development. ie a certain percentage of land is to be for agriculture and industry.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Antonio D'Acunto
Wednesday, 18 December 2019 7:41 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox

Attachments:

Submission to GSC PIC Letter.docx;

Feed back Submission to the GSC - North Strathfield Residents Submission to Canada Bay.pdf;

To the greater SYDNEY commission (GSC),
With regards to the place based infrastructure compact which includes our area in the North STRATHFIELD‐
HOMEBUSH aréa.
Please find attached our area personalised letter with regards to the favour of turning our area into a
redevelopment growth opportunity.
My family is one of the house owners of
north STRATHFIELD 2137, which we are 100% fully
supportive of your development plans and more to turn our area into a rezoning for multi storey area.
My wife was at the last local meeting and talked to many of your team to support the rezoning.
We are in an unique area that would fit the opportunity to rezone as we are now being surrounded by the growth
and hence we want to be included into the growth zoning.
We understand that the road infrastructure needs to be arranged, but this would be part of the rezoning and
development of the area which would come with approvals for the building of multi storey building.
At the moment you have an area that people do not want to invest anymore into their properties as our future is
unknown, which causes houses to become ugly as no one is spending investment money to renovate or build new.
It’s time now to make the big decision to include us ASAP or make the decision of time frame so everyone can move
on with their life!
We have attached our communities letter of a group of 250 home owners have pulled together so you understand
our need and frustrations of what is going on around us and we do not want to be left in a hole.
Thank you again and hope to see some positive solution for us all.
Thank you and We are always available to discuss openly.
Kind regards
Antonio D'Acunto
North Strathfield 2137 home owner.

1

13 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets from Allen to Conway street at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
between Allen St and Conway Ave so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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18 December 2019

Dear Ms Camilleri,

RE: Exhibition of the Draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot for the Greater Parramatta
and Olympic Peninsula area - City of Parramatta Council Submission
I write in response to the Greater Sydney Commission's request for feedback on the draft Place-based
Infrastructure Compact (PIC) Pilot for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) area that
was placed on exhibition from Thursday, 7 November to Wednesday, 18 December 2019.
Council at its Ordinary Meeting on Monday, 16 December 2019 considered a report on the draft PIC (Item
18.2) and resolved the following:
That Council endorse and forward the submission at Attachment 1 to the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) on
the draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot (PIC) for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula area
which raises the following key matters:

•

Support for the integration of land use and infrastructure planning to manage growth in a coordinated way.

o

The assumptions, data, and evidence base used to inform the draft PIC were not provided. Therefore, the
detail needed for Council to provide a thorough assessment of the accuracy, practicality and application of
the draft PIC on a local scale was not available.

•

The draft PIC was prepared with no ongoing collaboration with Council. Equal partnership is needed to
ensure place-based outcomes are delivered for GPOP.

•

The draft PIC needs to demonstrate alignment with Council's existing evidence-based infrastructure
strategies and priorities to demonstrate holistic planning across State and Local government.

·•

•

The extent of the precinct boundaries need to be realigned to reflect the location of growth for each precinct
(in particular, in Carlingford, Telopea, Wentworth Point and Carter Street) as identified in Council's draft
Local Strategic Planning Statement and draft Local Housing Strategy.
The GPOP boundary be amended to include Epping to ensure its status as a Strategic Centre with a focus
on job creation is supported by the necessary infrastructure needed to address the current infrastructure

Contact us:
council@cityofparramatta.nsw.gov.au I 02 9806 5050
@cityofparramatta I PO Box 32, Parramatta, NSW 2124
ABN 49 907 174 773 I cltyofparr amatta.nsw.gov.au

Council 16 December 2019

Item 18.2

INNOVATIVE
ITEM NUMBER
SUBJECT

REFERENCE

18.2
FOR APPROVAL: Submission to the Greater Sydney
Commission on the Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot
for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula area
F2019/04083 - D07124390

REPORT OF

Project Officer Land Use

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to allow Council to consider a submission on the draft
Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic
Peninsula area produced by the Greater Sydney Commission.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse and forward the submission at Attachment 1 to the Greater
Sydney Commission (GSC) on the draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot
(PIC) for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula area which raises the
following key matters:


Support for the integration of land use and infrastructure planning to manage
growth in a coordinated way.



The assumptions, data, and evidence base used to inform the draft PIC were
not provided. Therefore, the detail needed for Council to provide a thorough
assessment of the accuracy, practicality and application of the draft PIC on a
local scale was not available.



The draft PIC was prepared with no ongoing collaboration with Council. Equal
partnership is needed to ensure place-based outcomes are delivered for
GPOP.



The draft PIC needs to demonstrate alignment with Council’s existing evidencebased infrastructure strategies and priorities to demonstrate holistic planning
across State and Local government.



The extent of the precinct boundaries need to be realigned to reflect the
location of growth for each precinct (in particular, in Carlingford, Telopea,
Wentworth Point and Carter Street) as identified in Council’s draft Local
Strategic Planning Statement and draft Local Housing Strategy.



The GPOP boundary be amended to include Epping to ensure its status as a
Strategic Centre with a focus on job creation is supported by the necessary
infrastructure needed to address the current infrastructure deficit (including light
rail between Carlingford and Epping) and to ‘future proof’ the precinct for
residents and workers.



The draft PIC’s recommendation to retain the existing land uses in Camellia is
not supported. Council cannot adequately assess its exclusion from Phase 1 or
Phase 2 of the draft sequencing plan because the details of the model and
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evidence-base has not been provided. In addition, further consideration of the
future land use is needed to:
o support the investment in light rail;
o the precinct’s strategic positioning close to the Parramatta CBD;
o recognise the extensive strategic and master planning done in
collaboration with Council and State government; and
o address the precinct’s current underutilisation.
BACKGROUND
1.

In March 2018, the GSC issued the Greater Sydney Region Plan (Region Plan)
– A Metropolis of Three Cities and the Central City District Plan (District Plan).
Feedback from the community during the preparation of these plans was the
need to coordinate housing and employment growth with the delivery of the
necessary infrastructure to support communities and achieve the key themes of
liveability, productivity and sustainability embedded in the Region Plan.

2.

Objective 2 of the Region Plan responded to this feedback and the need to
deliver infrastructure that aligns with forecasted growth.

3.

On 7 November 2019, the GSC released the draft Place-based Infrastructure
Compact (PIC) for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)
area. The draft PIC can be viewed on the GSC’s website here: https://gscpublic-1.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/gpop_pic__a_city_supported_by_infrastructure_web.pdf.

4.

The draft PIC, originally called the Growth Infrastructure Compact (GIC), is an
integrative planning model being piloted by the GSC to assist the public and
private sector to better align the growth of housing and employment with the
provision of infrastructure and services.

5.

The community consultation and feedback period on the draft PIC is from
Thursday 7 November 2019 to Wednesday 18 December 2019. Council officers
have prepared a submission on the draft PIC (see Attachment 1). The purpose
of this report is to allow Council to consider this submission.

GREATER PARRAMATTA AND OLYMPIC PENINSULA (GPOP)
6.

GPOP is located at the centre of the Central River City; itself being the
geographic centre of Greater Sydney. The Region Plan and District Plan
provide the overarching strategic direction for GPOP. The plans emphasise the
importance of the transformation of GPOP in rebalancing housing, employment
and recreation opportunities across the Greater Sydney region. Figure 1 shows
the central location of GPOP in the context of Greater Sydney’s metropolis of
three cities.
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Figure 1 – GPOP’s location in Greater Sydney
7.

The GSC is piloting the draft PIC in the GPOP area as it is one of the fastest
growing areas in Greater Sydney. The 6,000 hectare urban renewal area is
experiencing high levels of growth in housing and employment and investment
in city-shaping infrastructure. This growth and investment, coupled with the fact
it is a ‘stand-alone’ precinct in Greater Sydney, presents the unique opportunity
to deliver best-practice in integrating land use and infrastructure planning.

8.

GPOP accommodated around 24,000 new dwellings between 2008 and 2018.
More than half of this growth occurred in the past three years, accommodating
more than 50,000 new residents and bringing GPOP’s population to over
190,000 residents. In terms of employment, more than 28,000 new jobs were
created in GPOP between 2006 and 2016. This represents almost six per cent
of Greater Sydney’s jobs growth in the same period, although it represents only
three per cent of Greater Sydney’s urban footprint.

9.

The GSC anticipates further growth within GPOP to deliver its share of the
Central City District’s housing target of 207,500 dwellings and its share of
Greater Sydney’s job target of 817,000 jobs by 2036. This is due to its location
-3-
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in the geographic centre of Greater Sydney, accessibility to the metropolitan
centres, and city-shaping transport corridors, including Parramatta Light Rail
and Sydney Metro West (see Figure 1).
10. The existing and anticipated growth for GPOP emphasises the importance of
integrating land use planning and infrastructure delivery. The draft PIC aims to
ensure growth is supported by the appropriate local, regional and state
infrastructure to enable orderly and coordinated development that creates great
places for the community to live and work.
PREPARATION OF THE PIC
11. As explained above in the ‘Background’ section, the preparation of the draft PIC
originated from Objective 2 of the Region Plan to focus on the coordination of
infrastructure delivery and forecasted growth.
What is the PIC?
12. The PIC is a model that looks holistically at an area to identify at a high level
the most cost-effective sequencing for growth aligned with the provision of
primarily state (with some local) infrastructure over a 10, 20 and 40 year
timeframe.
13. The aims of the PIC are to:
a.

Model the growth potential of an area and explore scenarios for its longterm future.

b.

Encourage openness about the range of infrastructure and services
needed to grow an area, the costs involved and how this could be feasibly
funded.

c.

Stage growth by being selective about where, when and what to invest in
to deliver successful areas.

d.

Make the roll-out of new areas more certain, cost-effective and easier to
understand for investors, developers and the local community.

14. The PIC model developed in the Pilot has three interrelated components, as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – PIC Model
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15. Council officers’ feedback on the model (and its key components shown in
Figure 2) is included in Attachment 1.
How was it prepared?
16. Table 1 below outlines the key milestones contributing to the preparation of the
PIC.
Date

Milestone

Description

2016

 Release of vision:

Issued by the Greater Parramatta Technical
Coordination Group, this strategic framework
identifies the city-shaping potential of land use and
infrastructure decisions in GPOP.

GPOP – Our true
centre: the
connected,
unifying heart
2017

 Selection of the
Growth
Infrastructure
Compact (GIC)
‘game changer’.

GSC’s
Infrastructure
Delivery
Committee
investigates infrastructure and land use planning
‘game changers’ in response to the Minister’s
Priorities 2016–2018 and drafting of the Region
Plan. GSC recommends the GIC and for it to be
piloted in GPOP.

2018

 Preparation of the
GIC Pilot for
GPOP.

The Greater Sydney Region Plan, State
Infrastructure Strategy and Future Transport 2056
were released by the GSC and NSW State
Government.

 The GIC evolves
into the Placebased
Infrastructure
Compact (PIC).

In response, the GSC leads the preparation of the
GIC Pilot for GPOP with over 20 state agencies and
utility providers, looking at various growth scenarios
over a 10, 20 and 40 year forecast.
The GIC evolved into the Place-based Infrastructure
Compact (PIC) to better reflect the need to focus on
quality place-based outcome, with growth.

2019

 Draft Strategic
Business Case
prepared for
GPOP.
 Draft PIC launched
for public
consultation.

Infrastructure NSW uses the findings of the PIC and
prepared a draft Strategic Business Case for GPOP
on behalf of eight service and infrastructure delivery
agencies. This focused on the 10-year service and
infrastructure priorities for potential funding.
The findings and proposed actions from the PIC
Pilot and draft Strategic Business Case are
released for feedback.
Next steps

2020

 Recommendation
made by GSC to
NSW Government.

Feedback considered and GSC will make a
recommendation to the NSW Government.

Table 1 – Milestones in the preparation of the PIC
APPLYING THE PIC
17. In the GPOP pilot, the PIC model was used to explore the cost of growth in
GPOP across four scenarios using a 10, 20 and 40 year forecast for population,
dwellings and jobs. Table 2 outlines the scenarios and the forecasted dwelling
and job numbers used to investigate the feasibility of their realisation in terms of
delivering the necessary infrastructure to support the growth.
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Scenario

Description

New dwellings

New jobs

Scenario 1 Existing

GPOP continues to evolve on
a more suburban trajectory
beyond Parramatta CBD and
Sydney Olympic Park

41,000

66,000

Scenario 2 –
‘Incremental’

GPOP transitions to better 64,000
connectivity and places.

86,000

Scenario 3 –
‘Transformative’

GPOP undergoes a step
change in connectivity and
becomes a 30-minute city.

84,000

105,000

Scenario 4 –
‘Visionary’

The Central City experiences a
step change in great places
and becomes a 30-minute city.

95,000

122,000

Note: These forecasts are additional to the 70,000 dwellings and 150,000 jobs in
GPOP in 2016.

Table 2 – Modelled scenarios in GPOP for 20 year forecast
18. More detail on each scenario tested can be found in the draft PIC.
Progressed scenario in the draft PIC pilot - ‘Transformative’
19. The PIC model showed that the ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3 and ‘Visionary’
Scenario 4 delivered the greatest liveability, productivity and sustainability
benefits, and these outweighed the costs of delivering the infrastructure needed
to support their achievement. These scenarios delivered around double the net
benefits of the ‘Incremental’ Scenario 2.
20. The ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3 is in line with the NSW Government’s alreadycommitted infrastructure schedule for GPOP over the next decade, including
Sydney Metro West and Parramatta Light Rail Stage 1.
21. As a result, the ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3 was used in the draft PIC model,
and the findings and actions of the pilot are based on this scenario.
22. It is noted that the NSW Government has yet to decide on the affordability of
the total capital cost of infrastructure estimated to be around $40 to $50 billion
over 20 years to deliver on the ‘Transformative’ growth Scenario 3.
PROPOSED ACTIONS OF THE PIC
23. Five proposed actions came from applying the ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3
through the PIC model and from the draft Strategic Business Case. These are
summarised in Table 3.
24. Proposed Actions 1, 2 and 3 relate to when growth and development should
happen through a draft sequencing plan for the 26 precincts that make up
GPOP (see Figure 3). Proposed Actions 4 and 5 relate to proposed
infrastructure priorities to support GPOP and growth in these precincts. These
priorities are intended to inform the capital investment plans and budget
processes of NSW Government agencies.
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Action Description
1

2

3

4
5

Sequencing Plan – Phase 1: Focus on precincts where growth can
be aligned with already committed infrastructure to support job
creation and new development.
The suggested priority areas in Phase 1 are:
 Parramatta (CBD, North and South)
 Westmead (Health and South) and Wentworthville Precincts
 Rydalmere to Carlingford Precincts
 Wentworth Point and Carter Street Precincts.
Sequencing Plan – Phase 2: Focus on aligning growth with future
city-shaping infrastructure.
The suggested priority areas in Phase 2 are:
 Sydney Olympic Park Precinct
 Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct
 Melrose Park and Ermington Precincts
 Granville, Auburn, Lidcombe and Flemington Precincts.
Support existing uses in the remaining precincts across GPOP and
review their potential over time.
These precincts include:
 Harris Park, Dundas Valley and the Shorts Corner Precincts
 Rydalmere, Camellia Industrial, Auburn, Lidcombe and
Silverwater Precincts
 Camellia-Rosehill Precinct.
Deliver short-term infrastructure priorities for GPOP to support
demand across all 26 precincts over the next five years plus.
Deliver short-to-medium-term infrastructure priorities for the precincts
included in Phase 1 of the Sequencing Plan (see Action 1) over the
next five to ten years plus.

Table 3 – Summary of five proposed actions.
SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION
25. The objective of the consultation, as outlined in the exhibition material, is for the
GSC to collect feedback to improve the PIC pilot and identify other areas in
Greater Sydney where the model could help the NSW Government in its
decision-making processes.
26. The submission responds to the key questions asked by the GSC on Page 19
of the PIC under the heading ‘Tell us what you think’; and is structured the
following way:
a. Introduction: This section provides a brief high-level overview
responding to the intention of the PIC.
b. Part 1: This section provides a response to the key questions asked by
the GSC on the PIC.
c. Part 2: This section provides other matters for the GSC’s consideration.
27. Council officers are supportive of the overall intention of the draft PIC which
seeks to integrate land use and infrastructure planning to manage growth in a
-7-
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coordinated way. This will help achieve orderly development, manage
developer expectations, and importantly help deliver places that achieve the
key themes of the Region Plan of liveability, productivity, and sustainability.
28. The submission on the draft PIC is included in Attachment 1, with the key
matters for the GSC’s consideration summarised below.
ASSUMPTIONS AND EVIDENCE BASE
29. The information included in the draft PIC consists of the overall findings and
conclusions generated from the PIC model. It also at a high-level covers the
process undertaken to quantify and test various growth scenarios and the
associated infrastructure needs. However, Council officers consider the
material placed on public exhibition to exclude the detail needed to provide a
thorough assessment of the accuracy, practicality and application of the PIC in
GPOP on a local scale.
30. Council officers note that the draft PIC explains that some inputs to the method
and modelling are commercially sensitive and need to remain confidential to the
partners involved, and the NSW Government. Council understands that not all
information can be made available to the wider public, however, Council
considers itself to be an important stakeholder in this PIC pilot and should be
provided with this detail to provide a comprehensive assessment of the PIC.
31. Council welcomes the opportunity to provide further comment on the draft PIC if
presented with the following additional detail:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

assumptions used to calculate the forecasted dwelling and job targets for
the four growth scenarios for the 10, 20 and 40 year time periods in the
model (see Table 2 for 20 year forecast);
quantitative data used in the model to calculate the cost of growth per
precinct;
method and data used to calculate the net benefits of each growth
scenario in relation to the cost of infrastructure vs place-based benefits of
liveability, productivity, and sustainability;
the estimated cost of the infrastructure priorities listed in Actions 4 and 5;
process undertaken to calculate the total infrastructure costs;
more detail around the apportionment of infrastructure costs; and
detail around how funding sources were determined and allocated to
different infrastructure priorities.

COLLABORATION WITH COUNCIL
32. Council officers have concern that no ongoing collaboration occurred with
Council during the preparation of the model. The model could be improved by
ensuring its preparation is done in equal partnership and ongoing collaboration
between the NSW Government and local councils. Given the intention of the
model is to deliver place-based outcomes, it is imperative that councils are
closely involved in identifying the priorities and needs of their local
communities.
33. Council strongly believes that local councils need to be collaborated early in the
preparation of the models to contribute to the assumptions around spatial
planning, land use changes, precinct sequencing, and growth targets.
34. The approach to not have ongoing collaboration with Council is at odds with the
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment’s (DPIE) recent
announcement to ‘supercharge’ Sydney’s priority precincts which
-8-
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acknowledges the need to work collaboratively with councils and get on with
the job of delivering good growth for the future of our city and State.
35. Furthermore, councils need to be empowered through this model to advocate
for the state, regional and local infrastructure priorities identified through
council-driven investigations and planning strategies. This will ensure the model
is genuinely collaborative, place-based, and originates from the needs of the
local communities. The success of any tool pivots around the ownership of
stakeholders directly impacted by its application.
ALIGNMENT WITH COUNCIL INFRASTRUCTURE PRIORITIES
36. Early partnership with Council will also ensure the model aligns with the
priorities of Council’s existing infrastructure strategies and is reflective of the
‘grass roots’ needs of local communities. Councils have dedicated teams who
focus on place-making, community and social infrastructure planning, and asset
delivery. The close collaboration of the NSW Government and these teams
across councils will help in the preparation and successful application of these
models in the future.
37. Council’s archive of infrastructure research papers, strategies, plans and
priorities is constantly evolving and needs to be considered as part of the PIC
process. This will enable informed and evidence-based decision-making on
housing growth, local cultural and social infrastructure provision in GPOP.
38. The validity of the model would be strengthened by reference to local planning
and infrastructure strategies prepared by Council. This would demonstrate to all
stakeholders and the community that a holistic and cohesive planning process
has been undertaken. It would also provide confidence that the model, which
has been prepared at a state government level (which primarily only considers
state infrastructure), has adequately considered, incorporated and adopted
local planning initiatives and infrastructure needs.
39. Commentary on the priorities listed within the draft PIC are provided in
Attachment 1. It also includes recommendations from Council to ensure we
deliver placed-based outcomes for GPOP in line with growth, for example, the
prioritisation of regional open space as part of Phase 1 of the sequencing plan.
PROPOSED SEQUENCING PLAN
40. Figure 3 shows the draft PIC’s proposed high-level sequencing plan for the 26
precincts within GPOP.
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Figure 3 - High-level sequencing plan for the delivery of growth and infrastructure.
41. Council officers broadly support the sequencing of growth in line with already
committed infrastructure (i.e. through Phase 1 precincts) followed by the
coordinated and timely growth in Phase 2 precincts, which focus around future
city-shaping infrastructure. However, Council officers note that the inclusion of
Camellia in ‘Remaining Precincts’ is not supported and inconsistent with the
strategic planning framework for this area (this is discussed below under the
heading ‘Future of Camellia’).
42. There is concern around the extent of the precinct boundaries shown in the
draft PIC and the expectations this will set for landowners and developers. A
number of the precincts in Phase 1 (such as Carlingford and Telopea) have
been, or are currently, subject to master planning processes being led either by
the State government or Council. This was / is to review the planning controls
around the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 1 corridor and to assess the scale of
growth each precinct can accommodate.
43. This is reflective of transit orientated development; and will help connect future
communities to the Parramatta CBD, and through to other parts of Greater
Sydney via a connection with heavy rail and the future Sydney Metro West.
44. Similarly, the Wentworth Point and Carter Street precincts have undergone
master planning and rezoning processes to accommodate for growth.
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45. The specific location of the anticipated growth and land use change within
these precincts is reflected in Council’s draft Local Strategic Planning
Statement (LSPS) as shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Structure Plan towards 2036 in Council’s draft LSPS
46. The areas planned for land use change and additional housing in each precinct
is shown in orange. This is to indicate that the growth in dwellings is not to be
spread across the entire precinct; but rather to be concentrated in specific
localities around city-shaping infrastructure. This has been done intentionally by
Council to manage the expectations of landowners and developers, and
provide a strategic rationale to not support the lodgement of planning proposals
seeking growth in other areas outside of the precinct. The extent of the orange
areas was determined using an evidence-based approach as part of the
preparation of the draft LSPS.
47. Council officers recommend the precincts within the draft PIC (in particular
Wentworth Point, Carter Street, Carlingford and Telopea) be updated to only
show the areas to receive additional housing to align with the draft LSPS. This
will ensure a coordinated approach to planning is delivered, and to provide the
justification for refusing planning proposals seeking an uplift in areas outside of
the precincts not flagged for additional housing.
INCLUSION OF EPPING IN GPOP
48. Council recommends that the GPOP boundary be amended to include Epping.
Council’s draft LSPS identifies Epping as a Strategic Centre and forecasts an
additional 4,300 jobs by 2036 (bringing the total from 5,100 in 2016 to 9,400 in
2036). Council is committed to supporting jobs in Epping with a key action from
the draft LSPS requiring the preparation a planning proposal to mandate a
minimum amount of commercial floor space on certain larger sites in Epping.
The delivery of jobs aligns with the District Plan, and Council wants to ensure
the right infrastructure is in place to support its growth.
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49. Council strongly recommends that Epping be included in GPOP (and
subsequently in the draft PIC) to ensure its status as a Strategic Centre with a
focus on job creation is supported by the necessary infrastructure needed to
align with the Region Plan’s key themes of liveability, productivity, and
sustainability. The draft PIC should be updated to allocate both state and local
infrastructure priorities to address the current deficit in infrastructure and to
‘future proof’ the precinct for the growing community of both residents and
workers.
50. In addition, Council strongly recommends that the GSC work with the PIC
partners to progress the investigation of light rail from Carlingford to Epping.
The delivery of light rail from Carlingford to Epping would improve access to
Epping for the residents of GPOP, and subsequently increase the catchment of
workers to support the uptake of jobs in Epping. This also aligns with the ’30
minute city’ policy position of the Region Plan.
FUTURE OF CAMELLIA
51. A key concern flagged by Council Officers in their review of the draft PIC is in
relation to the future of Camellia.
52. Camellia in the draft PIC is split into two precincts: Camellia-Rosehill and
Camellia Industrial. Both precincts have been excluded from land use change
due to the relatively high costs of accommodating a new resident or job in the
precinct and local environmental constraints. Specifically the draft PIC
recommends that the zoning remain unchanged to support the employment and
industry cluster consisting of Rydalmere, Auburn, Lidcombe and Silverwater;
and to avoid any land use conflicts from the introduction of residential uses.
53. This position is contrary to the draft Camellia Town Centre Master Plan 2018
prepared by DPIE, the broader strategic planning framework of the District
Plan, Council’s draft Local Strategic Planning Statement, draft Local Housing
Strategy, and the Planning Proposal for 181 James Ruse Drive (which is
currently with the DPIE for finalisation). This strategic planning framework
recommends a significant change of use within Camellia to accommodate
residential and commercial uses in the precinct along the Parramatta River.
54. Furthermore, on 2 November 2019, just prior to the launch of the draft PIC on 7
November 2019, the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces announced a new
approach to ‘supercharge’ Sydney’s precinct planning process. Camellia was
listed as a precinct where collaborative planning is supported between councils,
state agencies and the community together to resolve complex issues and drive
quality place outcomes. This further supports the evolution of the Camellia
precinct, and questions the position of the draft PIC which was released only
days later.
55. Parramatta Light Rail Stage 1 is committed to delivering a station in CamelliaRosehill, which will provide direct public transport to the Parramatta CBD.
Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 is also considering an alternative alignment
through Camellia which would further increase the precinct’s accessibility.
Retaining the existing land uses in light of the investment of transport
infrastructure within this area is contrary to the strategic rationale of the
sequencing plan which recommends land use changes around significant
infrastructure and city-shaping projects.
56. Whilst Council officers understand the high-cost of delivering infrastructure
within this area to support residential uses, further consideration needs to be
made on the future of this area to:
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a. support the investment in light rail,
b. the precinct’s strategic positioning close to the Parramatta CBD,
c. recognise the extensive strategic and master planning work which has
occurred to date in collaboration between the State Government and
Council.
d. address the precincts current underutilisation.
57. It is recommended that the GSC carry out further analysis of the infrastructure
costs associated with growth under various land use scenarios that is required
to determine the most suitable uses and density for the precinct.
Residential uses
58. Under a residential or mixed use scenario, the draft PIC model could involve
testing different dwelling numbers and the extent of the Camellia Town Centre
footprint to determine what density is viable from an infrastructure cost
perspective. A potential option may be to reduce the proposed dwelling
numbers to a point at which the infrastructure spend may be more viable whilst
still providing an incentive to facilitate remediation, urban renewal close to the
Parramatta CBD, and transit oriented development due to the location of the
new light rail stop.
Non-residential uses
59. Whilst contrary to the masterplan for the precinct (and Council’s adopted
position on the masterplan from April 2018), if the cost of redeveloping Camellia
with residential uses is not viable as per the findings of the draft PIC model,
non-residential scenarios of land use change could be explored in the testing
by the GSC. Camellia as an employment precinct could be further tested which
would look at amending the controls to facilitate higher value industries with a
focus on increasing employment densities particularly around the new light rail
stop.
60. Council officers note that under either renewal scenario (residential or nonresidential) infrastructure investment is required to improve the connectivity and
accessibility of the precinct; remediate the land; and deliver public domain and
amenity improvements. However, the land use will determine the quality and
extent of the infrastructure required, and therefore the overall cost of renewal in
the precinct.
61. Part of any further testing looking at potential land use change (whether
residential or non-residential) should include the role of the private sector.
Further investigation into the delivery of infrastructure in partnership with the
private sector needs to be explored to support land use change (regardless of
the intensity of the change) as the landowner will be the beneficiary of any land
use change and renewal at Camellia. This could also look at the option of
requiring developers to make the full contribution to all relevant threshold
infrastructure to make renewal of the precinct achievable.
Planning Proposals
62. The Planning Proposal for the land at 181 James Ruse Drive, Camellia was
endorsed by Council for finalisation in February 2018. The Planning Proposal
seeks a B4 Mixed Use and RE1 Public Recreation zone; height of building
control of 126m (40 storeys); and an FSR of 5.3:1. The revised planning
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controls are to deliver 3,250 dwellings and 15,000 sqm of retail and commercial
floorspace.
63. The Planning Proposal is currently awaiting finalisation by the DPIE. Should the
State Government adopt the draft PIC in its current form, the Planning Proposal
would be contrary to the PIC. A decision on the future land use of the site at
181 James Ruse Drive will sit with DPIE.
64. A Planning Proposal was lodged in December 2016 for the land at 1-9 Grand
Avenue, Camellia to enable mixed use development (including residential
uses). The Planning Proposal was amended in 2019 to respond to the DPIE’s
draft Camellia Town Centre Masterplan 2018.
65. As part of this Planning Proposal, the landowner is proposing to contribute
towards enabling infrastructure (including the bridges over Parramatta
River/Duck Creek) to facilitate renewal of the precinct as part of a future VPA.
This further supports the need to explore and test the role of the private sector
in contributing to infrastructure in Camellia, as discussed in paragraph 61 of this
report.
66. This Planning Proposal has not yet progressed through the Gateway
determination process. This is because Council’s position is that the rezoning of
this site is best managed as part of the broader Camellia master planning
process, which is now in question by the recommendations of the draft PIC.
Whilst Council in its submission (Attachment 1) requests clarity on where the
PIC sits in the hierarchy of strategic planning documents, the future of the land
at 1-9 Grand Avenue, Camellia will be influenced by the recommendations of
the draft PIC.
CONSULTATION & TIMING
67. The Land Use Planning Team undertook an internal consultation process as
part of preparation of the submission.
68. Public consultation on the draft PIC commenced on 7 November 2019 and
closes on 18 December 2019.
NEXT STEPS
69. Should Council endorse the submission provided at Attachment 1, it will be
forwarded to the GSC for their consideration.
70. The draft PIC outlines that feedback received will be incorporated into the
GSC’s recommendations to the NSW Government for its consideration and
adoption. The GSC plans on presenting their final recommendations to the
NSW Government in mid-2020.
71. Subject to the draft PIC’s adoption by the NSW Government, the GSC
envisages that the PIC Pilot and draft Strategic Business Case for GPOP would
be implemented through:
a. amendments to the relevant strategic and statutory plans, with further
community consultation.
b. finalisation of business cases for State agencies capital investment
plans and NSW Budget processes.
c. ongoing monitoring of development, land use and infrastructure
decisions to ensure the effectiveness of the PIC as a decision-making
support tool.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATION FOR COUNCIL
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72. There are no direct financial implications for Council as a result of making this
submission.
73. Where appropriate, the attached submission discusses issues with potential
broader financial implications, such as infrastructure provision and other policy
matters.
Sonia Jacenko
Project Officer Land Use Planning
Roy Laria
Land Use Planning Manager
Jennifer Concato
Executive Director City Strategy and Development

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Submission to draft Placed-based Infrastructure Compact for GPOP 39 Pages
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Draft GPOP Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot Feedback by Cox Architecture
Cox Architecture
COX supports the work of the Greater Sydney Commission in bringing the complex arms of government together to
develop this Infrastructure Compact based on GPOP as a place and as a number of places. Coordination of the
delivery of public infrastructure and services is fundamental to informing plans for the future of GPOP.
We have always called for and supported the establishment of the Greater Sydney Commission and believe this
work is a significant step forward for planning and delivering services for Sydney.
COX has assisted the GSC in developing land use capacity scenarios for GPOP.
COX has and is also provided consultancy services to the Westmead Alliance, Sydney Metro West, Parramatta Light
Rail, Sydney Olympic Park Authority and various private landowners in the GPOP precinct
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Evidence based planning
The key step forward here is the collaboration by a number of State departments and agencies in the development of
a coordinated approach to the development of identified public services and their budgets for each draft scenario,
giving government and the public an assessment of the total commitment.
The more information about the projects and their budgets the more it may enhance public trust in the information.
The more information about the assumptions made the more it may enhance public trust in the information.
Departments and agencies may resist exposing the details as “commitments” but an explanation that changes will
occur and refinements will occur that impact commitments may satisfy these internal concerns.
There will obviously be challenges to some of the detailed 26 precinct findings on comparative costs of
accommodating new resident and job growth. More detailed evidence may be required to explain this, particularly
where significant private investment has occurred.
There is also reference to INSW’s draft Strategic Business Case. Again the more evidence in the public domain the
greater the public trust in our view.
The work would perhaps benefit from a clear explanation about how “net benefits” are measured as the benefits of a
scenario less the costs.
Recommendation 1
That the GSC and INSW consider putting more detail of the supporting evidence and identification of the assumptions
in the public domain to make the evidence as powerful as possible, encourage private investment and encourage as
much public trust in the evidence as possible.
Recommendation 2
That the GSC define the concept and the method of measurement of “net benefits”
Community and private stakeholder participation
The evidence now public will have a significant impact on future planning in GPOP. It may actually become the plan
for GPOP. The significance of the evidence will need to be carefully explained to the community of Sydney. What is
obvious to professionals is not necessarily obvious to much of the community.
Public participation in the planning process and consequent plans is a government promise. Yet the facts may drive
plans that do not achieve public support for other reasons. We all need the public to trust the planning process.
For a start the public will need to understand and trust the evidence. The public and other private stakeholders may
not appreciate the significance and power of this work.
Recommendation 3
That the GSC develop a strategy for meaningful public participation in the process and public trust in the evidence.

Alliances going forward
The Pilot has demonstrated that it is possible to encourage government departments and agencies to collaborate in
the development of potential future public services and their potential cost. This “alliancing” will be critical going
forward.
Our experience working on the Draft Westmead Master Plan demonstrated the importance of a successful alliance of
state government, local government and other private stakeholders in the precinct. Success at Westmead will rely on
a continuation of that successful alliance.

2

Collaboration Areas and future PIC areas would benefit from a continuation of the successful government
collaboration to date expanded into alliances with local government and other private and public stakeholders.
Recommendation 4
That the GSC develop guidelines for the creation and operation of public/private alliances to assist with the delivery of
successful precinct plans such as GPOP and other collaboration areas.
Recommendation 5
That GSC develop the existing state agency collaboration into an alliance with local government and other private and
public stakeholders
The east west transport challenge
The imbalance of jobs and housing between Western Sydney and Eastern Sydney continues to grow with hundreds
of thousand travelling east to work every day. One of the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is to solve this
problem. The draft GPOP scenarios will have different impacts on this challenge.
Recommendation 6
That the GSC assess and identify the impact of each draft scenario on the east west travel load
Reducing investment in roads
Transport represents a significant portion of public expenditure projections. We support maximum investment in public
transport and minimum investment in roads (as opposed to streets). The transport projects nominated in each draft
scenario seem to be predominantly public transport. It may assist defining the minimization of expenditure in roads by
separating roads from public transport in the analysis.
Recommendation 7
That the GSC separately identify public transport and road draft budgets.

John Richardson
Director

Level 6, 155 Clarence Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
coxarchitecture.com.au | Disclaimer
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Submission: Draft A City Supported by Infrastructure - Place-based
Infrastructure Compact Pilot November 2019
Georges River Council welcomes the Greater Sydney Commission's strategic
approach to planning for the GPOP corridor, as outlined in the draft report released
in November 2019.
The Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) model is a practical approach that
acknowledges the need to align the provision of infrastructure with growth,
responding to recent concerns from the community around population growth and
development. It paves the way for planning to be undertaken through the lens of a
place and with the community's expectations in mind. As with the Collaboration Area
process, this model gives recognition to the fact that no single agency, or layer of
government, can deliver great places alone.
As a strategic centre and health and education precinct, Kogarah is identified for
jobs growth and great economic potential. Council believes the PIC strategic
planning model could be applied to centres such as Kogarah and other strategic
centres that aren't classified as priority precincts to ensure infrastructure is aligned
with incoming growth. In addition, areas such as Riverwood that are now council-led
rezoned precincts could also benefit from this model or a simplified version. This
would ensure these areas reach their potential but still remain liveable and
sustainable as they grow.

Georges River Civic Centre Corner MacMahon and Dora Streets. Hurstville
Kogarah Library and Service Centre Kogarah Town Square, Belgrave Street, Kogarah
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Council requests the funding methodology be explored to investigate alternate
revenue streams. In addition, a review of the proposed funding breakdown for
capital projects as identified in Figure 20, as NSW Government revenue is outlined
as 50% of the total funding source. Council requests that consideration is given to
funding provisions that take into account intergenerational equity. In addition, the
pilot should also ensure adequate local social infrastructure to make great places.
Council also requests consideration is given to Section 7.11 development
contributions and the impact of these charges, if any, on housing affordability.
Council looks forward to further collaboration between all levels of government and
key stakeholders to ensure key centres are paired with the required infrastructure to
make great places for people.
Yours sincerely

Georges River Civic Centre Corner MacMahon and Dora Streets, Hurstville
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6 December 2019

Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 257
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Our Ref:

2019/666696

Dear Sir/Madam
Submission on draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot for Greater
Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula
Northern Beaches Council (Council) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on
the draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) for the Greater Parramatta and
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP).
Council is supportive of the PIC model and recognises that this approach is an
innovative strategic planning model that looks at planning for infrastructure in a holistic
manner. The Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) and its staff should be commended
on bringing together an evidence based package for a considerably large precinct area
(6,000 hectares). Of note is the support that the PIC has received from more than 20
government agencies, utility providers, local councils and over 100 experts.
Council recognises that obtaining state agency agreement and funding commitments
remains a key challenge in all strategic planning projects. The provision of
infrastructure to support new growth remains a key priority for Council, with particular
regard to existing and emerging Strategic Centres at Frenchs Forest and BrookvaleDee Why.
In regards to the precinct planning work currently underway at Frenchs Forest, Council
have undertaken a range of technical studies to determine the level of infrastructure
required for the incoming population as well as the potential costs of providing this
infrastructure. Agreement on State Government funding responsibilities (particularly
regarding transport) remains a significant impediment to the finalisation of the Precinct
Plan. Council welcomes the opportunity for a PIC model to be applied to the Frenchs
Forest Planned Precinct and sees this as a potential mechanism to seek agreement on
an infrastructure package to support the envisaged growth.
Council considers that the methodology undertaken to prepare the PIC is widely
applicable at a precinct planning level and is transferrable to other Councils or Precinct
Plans being led by the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment.
Council is interested to see how the PIC will be implemented in government planning
through capital and NSW budget prioritisation processes.

A response to the questions identified in the exhibition material is attached.
Should you have any enquiries in relation to Council’s submission, please contact
Maxine Szeto, Principal Planner on
who will be happy to assist.

Yours faithfully

Phil Jemison
Manager Strategic & Place Planning

2019/666696
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Response to Questions
The new PIC model
1. How well do you feel you understand the model?
From a local government perspective, the model is easy to understand as the PIC has
been broken down into a simple, six step method, that is:
1) Outcomes setting, scenario development, land use forecasting for 10, 20 and
40 years.
2) Sector infrastructure and strategic capital costs identified and integrated for
precincts under scenarios.
3) Cost effectiveness and economic evaluation to identify a preferred scenario/s
and sequencing of precincts, for more orderly development.
4) Infrastructure proposals are optimised to align with the sequencing of precincts,
and prioritised for funding over 10 years.
5) Joint implementation through the land use planning system and cross-agency
budget processes.
6) Monitoring, review and keeping the PIC up-to-date.
2. How could we improve the model? For example is there anything we missed?
Nil.
3. How could this model be used to help other places?
This model can be applied to other areas at a precinct planning level. For example,
State and/or Council led Precinct Plans.
4. How can community and industry better participate?
By placing the documents on public exhibition, this is one way that the community and
industry can provide feedback.
Key findings for GPOP
5. What findings from GPOP do you agree with?
Understanding the costs upfront and who should be contributing to them is useful so
that these costs can be factored into future budgets. Sequencing growth is also
supported so that this is delivered in line with infrastructure provision.
6. Do you think there is anything else that could be considered?
Infrastructure Australia could play a bigger role in PICs by preparing draft business
cases on behalf of all State agencies. This will ensure that infrastructure planning is
undertaken holistically rather than through silos at a state government level.

2019/666696
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Proposed actions for GPOP
7. Do you understand why we need to sequence development in GPOP?
Yes, this is very clear in the documents.
8. Do you have feedback on the sequencing plan?
A sequencing plan is supported.
9. What do you think about the service and infrastructure priorities?
The service and infrastructure priorities are supported.
10. Have we missed anything?
No
Realising the PIC proposals
11. How do we make sure the proposals from Place-based Infrastructure
Compact are delivered?
Ensure that the PIC is supported at the highest levels of Government e.g. Department
of Premier & Cabinet. This will ensure that the actions are implemented in all
government policy.
12. What level of transparency should there be around infrastructure planning
and delivery in places undergoing significant change and growth?
There should be transparency only when all agencies agree on an approach to deliver
the infrastructure. For example, there may be a situation where land acquisition is
required but an alternative approach to avoid land acquisition is also a possibility. Land
acquisition is a sensitive matter and it is better to be definitive on this matter prior to
making this information publically available.
13. How can we keep you up to date with delivering the PIC proposals?
Providing email updates and/or targeted information forums.

2019/666696
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Pacific Planning Pty Ltd
Property | Planning | Project Management
PO BOX 8, CARINGBAH NSW 1495

17 January 2020

Dr Sarah Hill
Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 252
Parramatta NSW 2150
Attn: Natalie Camilleri
Re: Draft GPOP Place Infrastructure Compact Report – 181 James Ruse Drive, Camellia
Dear Dr Hill
I write in relation to the draft “place based infrastructure compact pilot” (“PIC”) for the Greater Parramatta and
Olympic Park (GPOP) precinct, which was on public exhibition until Wednesday 18 December 2019. I note that
landowners within the Camellia-Rosehill Precinct were provided an extension until Friday 17 January 2020
following meetings held between the landowners and the Greater Sydney Commission in December 2019.
This submission is specifically in relation to 181 James Ruse Drive, and is submitted on behalf of the landowner.

Summary
It is contended that retaining the existing uses throughout the Camelia-Rosehill Precinct is not the best and most
sustainable outcome for the Precinct. It does not align with the government’s objectives for urban renewal and
dwelling and jobs growth and does not complement the significant state infrastructure investment being made
within the GPOP.
The Precinct is heavily contaminated and in need of remediation, which will not occur if the existing situation is
retained. The PIC does also not consider the significant opportunities of private investment to facilitate social and
community infrastructure and contribute to the state’s investment in public infrastructure.
Further, the planning for the redevelopment of 181 James Ruse Drive is substantially complete, awaiting the
finalisation of the environmental planning instrument to provide for the new controls and urban renewal of the
site. The Government has made the conscious decision to allow this site to advance ahead of any other planning
and study of the broader Camelia-Rosehill Precinct, due to its physical separation, approved remediation DA and
given its vacant status.
The planning process over the last 8 years, has resolved contamination and flooding issues working collaboratively
with government agencies, and the applicant and landowner has been working productively with key significant
government transport agencies on the delivery of roads and transport infrastructure outcomes to enable the
progression of the development of the project.
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Given the separation of the site from the broader Precinct, 181 James Ruse Drive is capable of being redeveloped
individually and immediately, as the light rail/heavy rail line and setbacks mitigate any perceived land use conflict.
While this submission reaffirms the benefits of the urban renewal of the entire Camelia-Rosehill Precinct, it also
highlights the government’s previous mandate to support the urban renewal of 181 James Ruse Drive, given its
unique isolated position (from the broader Precinct) and advanced planning and approvals for the site.

Background
181 James Ruse Drive is a site in the north west corner of the Camellia suburb that is bound by the Parramatta
River, James Ruse Drive and the Carlingford railway line (as illustrated in Figure 1 below). The site has a wellknown historical relevance for the western Sydney community as it was formerly owned by James Hardie
Industries. As a result of previous heavy industrial uses, it is heavily contaminated. As part of an extended
management process regarding the history, noting its extensive contamination condition, the site was sold by the
NSW Government (13 June 2007) to the private sector in anticipation that the site would be subsequently
redeveloped to enable the remediation.
The proposed remediation and redevelopment of the site has been progressing for nearly 10 years. The site is
currently vacant and in a period of transition. In 2013 the remediation methodology of the site was publicly
exhibited in a detailed EIS. This process received significant community support. To enable the delivery of the
remediation of the site the change in use of the planning controls advanced through the council and state
government agencies, with flooding, contamination and transport being the critical matters for consideration.

Figure 1: Aerial View

Having collaboratively resolved every issue raised by government agencies, Council finally, on 12 February 2018,
resolved to endorse the planning proposal and revised development controls and forward it to the Department
of Planning and Environment for finalisation. Council wrote to the Department on 20 February 2018 as per the
Council resolution.
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However, independently of the site-specific planning proposal process, the Department of Planning and
Environment have also been advancing Camellia town centre masterplan. It was always of concern that the
broader Camellia precinct has more complex and unresolvable issues that brought in to doubt the ability of
Camellia to redevelop in the short term. However, given the isolated nature of 181 James Ruse Drive from the
rest of Camellia; the existing approved remediation designated development consent; the extensive and
significant delivery of community and social infrastructure to the council including the dedication of land to
Council (1.2 hectare park), infrastructure items to the RMS (James Ruse Drive) and Transport NSW (light rail); and
the detailed study that has with unanimous support progressed through every stage of the plan making process
over a 8 year timeframe, has supported and demonstrated the suitability of the site for redevelopment as advised
by the council to the Minister for Planning.

Draft GPOP Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot.
Notwithstanding all the detailed planning that has been under taken over a number of years, and the consistent
unanimous support for the redevelopment of the site, we note that the Greater Sydney Commission recently
released the draft Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot
(PIC). 181 James Ruse Drive is identified as being within the Camelia-Rosehill Precinct.
The Camelia-Rosehill Precinct is identified under proposed action 3 – to “support existing uses in the remaining
precincts across GPOP and review their potential over time”. While this is acknowledged as being a precinct wide
approach, 181 James Ruse Drive has a long history or urban renewal process, is well serviced by existing and
future public transport, is capable of delivering social infrastructure and is more closely aligned to future urban
renewal in the Rydalmere-Dundas Precinct than the heavily contaminated IN3 Heavy Industrial zoned land to the
east.
181 James Ruse Drive, however, does not neatly fit in to this Camellia Rosehill precinct, and there has already
been a detailed commitment that aligns the proposed development with social and physical infrastructure. All
the work has been completed and advanced and it has always been the preference that the site not be grouped
with the broader Camellia town centre and precinct. It is noted that the original gateway approval acknowledged
that the application should proceed and not be delayed by the wider study area of Camellia.
Therefore, while existing uses in the Camellia Industrial and Camelia-Rosehill Precincts are proposed to be
retained in the short term, 181 James Ruse Drive, has no existing use and is the only site to have advanced detailed
site specific planning in conjunction with aligned infrastructure with state agencies. It is clearly separate to the
broader precinct which has numerous unresolved complexities. Further if the uses of the wider Camellia precinct
are to be maintained and the land use changes are made as endorsed to 181 James Ruse Drive the detailed site
specific assessment of the site has concluded that there are no significant environmental conflict issues that will
arise.

Undermining of Community Confidence - Political and Investment Risk.
It is noted that the redevelopment of Camellia has wide community support for the urban renewal proposed and
recommended by the council. The proposed conclusions on sequencing of various precincts in the GPOP draft
report that seeks to effectively stop the urban renewal of Camellia and propose development elsewhere, do not
consider a significant and historically prevalent high risk and limiting factor on the delivery of employment,
housing and investment in Sydney. That is community opposition and the political risk that the GSC will place on
the government by seeking to push significant urban renewal development into established communities rather
than Camellia which has unprecedented support for redevelopment.
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Such community support is not a surprise when the community has accepted, over a long time period of
consultation and study, a scientific and market-based investment response that resolves the extensive
environmental degradation that has occurred to the Parramatta River and surrounding land at Camellia whilst
providing housing, jobs and investment. It is only now at the end of a long rigorous plan making process that a
government agency (GSC) has decided to oppose that outcome. If this more recent position prevails it will
highlight a sovereign risk attribute to investment in NSW and will further undermine the community and
investment confidence in the government to support private sector projects.

CONCLUSION
181 James Ruse Drive has an extensive history of detailed and rigorous environmental and planning investigation.
All these studies combined with consistent community and council support have concluded that the land should
be advanced to be rezoned as advised to the Minister in February 2018.
It is contended that despite the conclusion of the GPOP draft study that Camellia should maintain existing
industrial uses that study process has not considered in detail the history and significant merit of the site-specific
application. Therefore, the site at 181 James Ruse Drive should not be grouped in a similar context to the wider
Camellia precinct and should alternatively be considered as a fundamentally important project for the progression
of the Parramatta Rydalmere light rail corridor and its ability to provide high quality and sustainable urban
renewal; a project that has significant community support noting its historical context of its previous land use.
The Parramatta community has bought into the legacy of the James Hardie site and now expect that there will be
significant urban renewal in association with significant state local and important public infrastructure. When
placed on exhibition, the proponent for redevelopment of the site only received positive submissions from the
public.
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17 December 2019

Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 257
Parramatta NSW 2150
Via email: engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au

Greater Sydney Commission Place-based Infrastructure Compact
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC).
The Planning Institute of Australia (PIA) welcomes the PIC as an important step in providing a coordinated and place-based approach to the provision of infrastructure for our rapidly growing city.
Our submission is focussed on the PIC model. PIA has already supported the Greater Parramatta
Olympic Park (GPOP) planning outcomes in our submissions on the GPOP Precinct and the Central
District Plan. PIA notes and supports the modifications made via the compact to maintain the
industrial and urban service values of land at Camelia consistent with ‘A City that Works’ (GSC 2018) .
PIA supports the ‘compact’ approach
The PIC model is strongly supported by PIA and we look forward to the lessons learnt at Greater
Parramatta Olympic Park (GPOP) informing collaboration among state agencies and councils in other
strategic precincts identified for growth and renewal. PIA is particularly interested in elements of the
PIC model being ‘scalable’ for smaller local renewal partnerships with councils.
The process behind the place-based infrastructure compact is supported because the model:
•
•
•
•
•

starts from expression of place outcomes – tested amongst different growth scenarios;
allocates accountability for achieving planning outcomes among the infrastructure providers
that collectively activate a precinct;
ties into prevailing state budget processes (and agency cluster capital asset management
plans) – via a strategic business case
bundles proposed works (rather than evaluating a succession of one-off projects that may
individually fall below evaluation thresholds);
provides an opportunity to integrate value capture as a component of the infrastructure
funding mix.

Planning Institute of Australia
Australia’s Trusted Voice on Planning
NEW SOUTH WALES Level 21, 233 Castlereagh Street SYDNEY NSW 2000 | ABN: 34 151 601 937
Phone: 02 7200 0810 | Email: nsw@planning.org.au |
@pia_planning
Planning Institute of Australia
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Ultimately, the PIC model can improve community trust in land use and infrastructure planning by
delivering the right infrastructure, at the right place and at the right time. It offers a better opportunity
for aligning funding sources to the timing and scale of infrastructure to be delivered. By linking the
delivery of infrastructure to the realisation of place outcomes, a compact opens the door for more
accurately targeted use of value capture funding sources.
The insights from PIA’s Infrastructure Funding and Delivery Position Statement (here) have informed
our submission. We are pleased to see the GPOP pilot of the PIC model extend our understanding the
concept.
The PIC model is to be commended for its ‘placed-based’ and ‘whole of government’ focus
In June 2018, PIA and SSROC partnered in a City for Us Summit focussing on precinct renewal and
liveability. The joint communique highlighted the need for a Growth Infrastructure Compact involving
the state and local government partners along the lines of the PIC. It was intended that this
mechanism introduce place-based accountabilities for the planning, funding and delivery of renewal
precincts from district to neighbourhood scales.
PIA welcomes the direction of the PIC in engaging with agency partners across health, transport,
electricity, education, water, cultural infrastructure, environment and fire and rescue. PIA also
recommends that waste management infrastructure and affordable housing be given the same status
in consultation and planning, given both are critical to the functioning of renewal precincts.
Recommendation:
o
o

PICs consider the full range of infrastructure including: waste resource management, green
infrastructure and affordable housing as a component of social infrastructure
PICs recognise the circular economy and incorporate costs and benefits of infrastructure
throughout the whole of their lifecycle

A stronger partnership with councils is supported – PICs should be scaleable
The PIC model promotes a partnership among government agencies. While Parramatta and
Cumberland Councils provided “valuable local insights and expertise”, PIA would support the elevation
of local government to partners alongside state agencies and utility providers. This would require an
open engagement process on scenarios and place outcomes and the potential for participation in
capital asset planning processes alongside State agencies. This would not only require goodwill in
dealing with sensitive information but would also require capacity building in local government –
especially if PICs are used for a wider range of council led urban renewal precincts as promoted by
PIA.
The PIC process needs to become normalised across a range of precincts. One of the challenges will
be the capabilities and resourcing required to bundle and appraise an integrated package of
infrastructure and planning initiatives using a strategic business case. A model will need to be
developed that enables more modest urban renewal precinct compacts to adequately justify their
priority for infrastructure investment before INSW. A complex PIC process that can only be rolled out
once every few years will not be widely used.

Planning Institute of Australia
Australia’s Trusted Voice on Planning
NEW SOUTH WALES Level 21, 233 Castlereagh Street SYDNEY NSW 2000 | ABN: 34 151 601 937
Phone: 02 7200 0810 | Email: nsw@planning.org.au |
@pia_planning
Planning Institute of Australia
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Recommendations to improve council partnerships in PICs:
o
o

o
o
o

A scaleable model for PICs to be developed for a range of council led precinct renewal
compacts
A greater level of engagement and partnership with local government in future iterations
should be undertaken to better link with the place management functions and community
connections of local government
Capacity building among PIC partners (including councils) to ensure that expectations for
strategic business case involvement can be met
Embed community in the collaboration component of the PIC model with more formalised
community consultation methodologies, particularly at the scenario development phase
Affordable housing, waste infrastructure and green infrastructure should be considered
prominently in infrastructure planning

PICs provide an opportunity to identify value capture funding opportunities
The preparation of an integrated planning and infrastructure package provides the opportunity to
match sequenced expenditure to more a more optimal funding mix. The place focus and predictability
of uplift provides as opportunity to use Step 2 for the implementation of value capture funding
measures.
Landowners who receive a windfall as a result of public land use and infrastructure investment
decisions (made as part of Step 1) should contribute a share of that unearned gain with the
community. The process of defining future land uses should be managed to reduce land speculation
by ensuring the compact announces the funding mechanisms prior to any upzoning.
Recommendation:
o

Value capture should be included in funding mix analysis as part of Step 2 of the PIC process.

The PIC model needs ongoing champions in government – not only the GSC
The GSC, in partnership with INSW, have developed a rigorous and innovative process in the PIC
Model and the application of the Co.Lens tool. Ongoing support will depend on continued focus
across government and the development of incentives for agency cooperation – specially to ensure
engagement in strategic business case preparation.
Further, there are a number of ongoing tasks outlined in the PIC which will likely require dedicated
resources - these include for example:
o

o
o

Implementation of the PIC through statutory and non-statutory plans involving significant
coordination across the GSC, Department of Planning, Industry and Environment and local
government.
Five yearly reviews of the PIC and utilisation of the Co.Lens tool.
Measuring the success of the PIC in accordance with the ‘Pulse of Greater Sydney’.

These tasks would be required for the GPOP PIC and potentially other future compacts. This is a
significant task that would require a clear set of responsibilities within government and dedicated
Planning Institute of Australia
Australia’s Trusted Voice on Planning
NEW SOUTH WALES Level 21, 233 Castlereagh Street SYDNEY NSW 2000 | ABN: 34 151 601 937
Phone: 02 7200 0810 | Email: nsw@planning.org.au |
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resources. Clarity is also required as to whether this proposal will only be implemented in Sydney or if
it is to be delivered in rural and regional communities. PIA would support PIC’s being championed by
appropriate entities in regional NSW.
Recommendations
o
o
o
o

Ensure that the selection of candidate PICs is not arbitrary – but is a means of achieving
priority regional strategic plan outcomes
Develop a clear governance framework (and resourcing) for the implementation of the GPOP
PIC Pilot and the ongoing delivery and monitoring of the model across Sydney.
Identify champions of the PIC approach to assist in applying the approach to new candidate
precincts
Determine whether the PIC Model is only to be delivered in Sydney - or what entities would
contribute to its roll out in centres such as Newcastle, Wollongong and other regional
communities.

Conclusion
The GPOP pilot compact demonstrates strong progress in the development of means to integrate
agency planning and infrastructure investment to achieve a precinct outcome.
PIA strongly supports the intention of the PIC to deliver a place-based and whole of government
approach to infrastructure delivery in Greater Sydney - and beyond. PIA also supports refinement of
the PIC approach so that it can be applied more readily for smaller precincts including those compacts
led by councils.
There are refinements and clarifications to the PIC model that would further ensure its success,
particularly in the areas of consultation, funding mix and governance. PIA looks to the process being
strongly championed within government to ensure the potential of the PIC approach is achieved.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide feedback on the PIC model and its pilot
implementation in GPOP. If you would like to discuss any element of our submission further, please do
not hesitate to contact me on
or by email at

Yours sincerely

John Brockhoff
National Policy Manager
Planning Institute of Australia

Planning Institute of Australia
Australia’s Trusted Voice on Planning
NEW SOUTH WALES Level 21, 233 Castlereagh Street SYDNEY NSW 2000 | ABN: 34 151 601 937
Phone: 02 7200 0810 | Email: nsw@planning.org.au |
@pia_planning
Planning Institute of Australia
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Dr Sarah Hill

Chief Executive Officer
Greater Syd ney Commission
PO Box 257

Parramatta NSW 2124
Dear Dr Hill

Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PlC) model
I

am writing to you regarding the recent exhibition of the Placed-based lnfrastructure Compact

(PlC) model released forfeedback.

The Property Council provided an interim response on 20 December 2019 (l have attached a copy
with this letter). The following comments are in addition to that earlier submission and we request
the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) take both into consideration.
The Property Council has now had an opportunity to consult with a range of our members affected
by the PIC specifically as it will relate to land within the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula
(GPOP). These comments reflect their concerns.

High level estimate of infrastructure costs
The findings and conclusions of the PIC model are extremely high level and cannot be tested or
confirmed by landowners because the evidence base and methodology are being kept
confidential. There needs to be more transparency and release of information about the costings
of State infrastructure for precinct development and how they have influenced the phasing of

precinct development.
The PIC process has raised some concerns from sections of the development industry about the
legitimacy, accuracy and subsequent apportionment of precinct costs and how that is influencing
the sequence of precinct release.
We understand these concerns have been communicated directly to the GSC from a number of
members who have substantial landholdings in the area.
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Camelia Town Centre
ln early 2018 the then Department of Planning and Environment released a draft masterplan for
the Camelia town centre. The draft masterplan proposed the transformation of Camelia with new
homes for 21,000 people (10,000 homes and 5,000 jobs). The draft masterplan was generally
supported by the City of Parramatta and current landowners.
The draft PIC model has been accompanied by a proposed sequencing plan for the renewal of key
precincts within the GPOP. The five actions associated with the sequencing plan include
supporting existing uses in remaining precincts (including Camelia-Rosehill) and review their

potential over time. Based on the PIC model, the GSC is recommending that the Camelia/Rosehill
precinct be excluded from Phase 1 and 2 precinct releases. This will effectively maintain the
existing zoning and land-uses for the long term (40 plus years).
The proposed development of a new town centre at Camellia has potential to create
approximately 10,000 homes for 21,000 people on the fringe of Parramatta CBD with a future light
rail service. An opportunity for the creation of 5,000 jobs will also be lost. This precinct provided a
significant contribution towards the housing and employment targets for the Central City District
and specifically for the City of Parramatta.
This outcome will mean more than six years of work by the Department of Planning, lndustry and
Environment, City of Parramatta, other State-agency stakeholders and landowners to be discarded
It is understood that considerable detailed planning for the precinct has commenced.
Since 2014, there have been a number of strategic planning documents developed by State and

local planning authorities which have identified the redevelopment of a town centre at Camelia.
They include:

2014

o
r

A Plan for Growing Sydney (Department of Planning & Environment)
21't Century Business, lndustry and Entertainment Precinct (Parramatta City Council)

2015
r Draft Camelia Land Use & lnfrastructure Strategy (Department of Planning & Environment)
2016
. Greater Parramatta and the Olympic Peninsula (Greater Sydney Commission)
2017
r Parramatta Growth Area lnterim Land Use & lnfrastructure lmplementation Plan (Department of
Planning & Environment)
2018
r Draft Camelia Town Centre Masterplan (Department of Planning & Environment)
o Central West District Plan (Greater Sydney Commission)
r Greater Sydney Regional Plan (Greater Sydney Commission)
2019
o Draft City of Parramatta Housing Strategy (City of Parramatta).
o Draft Parramatta Local Strategic Planning Statement (City of Parramatta)
There is considerable strategic planning merit supporting the redevelopment of the Camelia town
centre. We recommend the GSC reconsider its assessment of the long-term costs and benefits,
more broadly than just infrastructure funding and delivery regarding the development of the
Camelia precinct.

3

Future Engagement
It is important that the GSC work with the City of Parramatta and landowner groups to find a
satisfactory resolution to this issue. We understand that the GSC has held discussions with
landowners individually and collectively to explain the development of the PIC process and to
understand landowners' concerns.
ln order to allow the PIC model to continue, the GSC needs to adopt greater transparency in its
assessment of both infrastructure costs for all of the 26 precincts within the GPOP pilot area.
Should you have any questions regarding this submission, do not hesitate to contact Troy
Loveday, Senior Policy Advisor, on
or
Yours sincerely

William Power
NSW Deputy Executive Director
Property Council of Australia
Attachment
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Dr Sarah Hill

Chief Executive Officer
Greater Syd ney Com mission
PO Box 257
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Dear Dr Hill

Place based lnfrastructure Compact (PlC)
The Property Council of Australia welcomes the release of the draft Place-based lnfrastructure
Compact (PlC) for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) and the opportunity to
provide comments for consideration by the Greater sydney commission (GSC).
The Property Council supports the integration of land use and infrastructure planning to manage
growth in a coordinated way. Unfortunately, time constraints have precluded the Property Council
and our members carrying out a full review of the PIC package released for exhibition. The
following comments are provided as an interim response and a more detailed submission will be

made before 18 January 2020, as previously agreed.
The comments below have been structured to follow the key sections of the "A City Supported by
Infra structure" document:

Chapter

J:Jhe new PIC model

The PIC model represents a significant opportunity to manage the growth and transformation of
particular location. By providing for the coordinated mechanism for the delivery of enabling
infrastructure and services, the PIC allows for a certain development scenario to be realised. lf
successful, the model has the potential to provide for much higher rates of development and
growth that would be capable under current infrastructure funding and delivery arrangements.
It is unfortunate that there has been only limited involvement by local government and other
directly affected non-government stakeholders in the development of the PIC model. The GpOp
area covels an extensive amount of the land area administered by the City of Parramatta and
Cumberland Council. Both councils have made decisions regarding significant land use planning
proposals in the last 3-4 years which have a bearing on the plC's area of operation.
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Chagtsr4.-l(ey findings for

GPO.P

The PIC has identified a potential infrastructure cost of between $20 to 530 billion over 20 years to
achieve Scenario 3 - Transformative, predominantly (600/o) comprised of public transport and road
infrastructure, Other expected costs include green infrastructure ('16.50/o), health (8.9o/ol, education
(7.2o/o), water (4.3olo) and energy (1.8o/o).
The PIC proposes that half of the cost of the infrastructure works will be apportioned to the NSW
Government and 1 lolo will be met from State and regional developer contributions (Special
lnfrastructure Contribution) and 260/ofrom a combination of Government and Developer
contributions. Local infrastructure contributions, local council rates, special rates and projects
funded directly by developers will represent about 970 of the total infrastructure spend.
We welcome the GSC's acknowledgement that the cumulative impact of local and State
contributions are important factors for determining project feasibility. lt is noted that the PIC has
focused on State and regional infrastructure and there has only been limited inclusion of local

infrastructure.
As more than half of the $30 billion cost to deliver infrastructure relies on State Government
contribution, it is important that it understands the full extent of its contribution as early as

possible and commits to its share before and land use changes within the GPOP commence.
The PIC process has found that growth cannot out pace NSW Government's capacity to fund
services and infrastructure. lnvestment in new infrastructure should be sequenced to deliver the
greatest outcome in terms of new residents and new jobs. The focus on high growth precincts
such as Parramatta CBD and the Westmead Health Precinct in the short to medium term is

appropriate.
It is important that any change to the sequencing of development in GPOP gives
acknowledgement to current planning proposals that are in the planning system and under
review by State and local government. Where substantial progress has been made by a local
council on the rezoning of a site, it is important that that rezoning process proceed to finalisation

ehapter 5 - Prooosed actions for

GPOP

The three actions align future growth to the State's capacity to fund and deliver State and regional
infrastructure. A two-stage sequence plan is proposed to be developed that will identify when
each precinct is appropriate for an accelerated rate of development.
The first phase comprises the precincts where Government has committed funding for

infrastructure and investigations concerning land-use changes has commenced. Development of
Phase 1 areas in the short term is appropriate.
The PIC alters the timing for Phase 2 and other areas (such as Camelia Town Centre and CamelliaRosehill and the Dundas Valley). A significant change is the reconsideration of the draft Camellia
Town Centre Masterplan. This is partially due to the high upfront costs associated with the
provision of infrastructure if Camelia is redeveloped for residential purposes. lt is noted that
implementation of this action will require amendments of the CentralCity District Plan in respect

to the Priority

C8.

3

Chapter 6 - Realising the PIC proposals
A strength of the proposed PIC model

will be to better align land use and infrastructure
investment decision making processes of the NSW government. Bringing together infrastructure
investment and the selection of new areas and precincts for growth will deliver a fundamental
change to the way growth has traditionally been managed within Greater Sydney for many years.
We note that acceptance of the PIC model would require an amendment to the Central City
District Plan, followed by updates to various statutory and non-statutory plans to align with the
updated district plan, including the Greater Parramatta lnterim Land Use and lnfrastructure
lmplementation Plan, local environmental plans and potentially the Parramatta Road Corridor
Urban Transformation Strategy, lt would assist stakeholders understand the implications of the
PIC to release a pathway to its implementation including the interactions with other parts of the
planning system, including contributions plans, SIC Orders and relevant State Environmental
Planning Policies, including the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP, Seniors SEPP and SEPP 70.
As indicated above, a more detailed response from the Property Council
GSC by mid-January 2020.

Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact

Y

Fitzgerald
Executive Director
Council of Australia

will be provided to the

18 December, 2019
Dr Sarah Hill,
CEO,
Greater Sydney Commission,
GPO Box 257,
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
Dear Dr Hill,
PIC-Place-based Infrastructure Compact
Pyrmont Action Inc. was established in 2003. Its aims are to work with the City of Sydney,
the NSW Government and the local community to improve the physical and social
amenity of Pyrmont. We provide details of our experience and involvement in planning
in Pyrmont in Attachment A.
General Comments – PIC
Our fundamental concern about the model as presented in the Summary Paper is the
total absence of inclusion of community participation within the “collaborative
approach” described on pages 2 and 3. We ask who better to “help answer critical
questions” as listed on page 3, in particular “when and where can homes and jobs grow”
and “can existing infrastructure be extended or improved…”? We strongly recommend
that the Commission’s Infrastructure Delivery Committee include community
representatives. As with Ports Authority’s Glebe Is/White Bay CLG, the Commission can
call for applications for 2 community representatives from the particular areas
undergoing “transformation” such as the Western Harbour Precinct and select those who
best meet the selection criteria. The local MP should be included on the selection panel
and have input into selection of these criteria.
Holistic Planning
We have supported, in principle the concept of place-based planning outlined in the
GSC Review of Pyrmont Planning, in particular, simplification of the planning system
which:
•
•
•

•

Eliminates the “project by project” approach currently operating (p18 Pyrmont
Review Report).
Removes instruments such as declarations of Sites of State Significance (often
perceived as being political, rather than planning decisions).
Stipulates the need for a planning framework which is developed in partnership
with all stakeholders, including community representatives who can provide
critical information to the processes and in turn welcome the certainty for making
future decisions e.g. property investment, where to rent
“brings together cumulative considerations” associated with provision of physical
and social infrastructure, both of which should be considered as a whole within

the strategy already in place for the implementation phase of the plan, rather
than as ad hoc after-thoughts or catch-ups.
However, the community must have a seat at the planning table from the start of any
new growth planning project, such as that undertaken in Greater Parramatta and the
Olympic Peninsula. See Attachment B for details of our preferred planning model.
Identifying Infrastructure
We note the pie-charts on pp2 and 4 of the PIC Summary Paper and have identified a
glaring omission. Social/Affordable Housing is just as much essential infrastructure as
Transport, Health, Education, etc. Such housing is required as a matter of urgency to
address the rising numbers of homeless people forced to camp on our city street and in
our parks, and should be included in any area targeted for “transformation”, such as
Pyrmont. Public housing should not be ghettoised, nor located far from the infrastructure
and amenities enjoyed by those who live in privately-funded housing. Social cohesion is
a key objective of Pyrmont Action Inc members, some of whom live in such housing and
who contribute to our work, and are valued members of our community.
We still have a shortfall in provision of Social/Affordable Housing as stipulated in the
Ultimo/Pyrmont Agreement, and recommend that an Affordable Housing fee be levied
on private developers of future residential and commercial property within the Bays
Precinct, including the Blackwattle Bay Master Plan area, planning for which is currently
being undertaken. This funding model can be applied across all proposed
“transformation” areas.
Cost Benefit Analysis
We note, p6 of the New Model Summary Paper which describes the process undertaken
by the GSC in selecting the best possible scenario for a PIC area. Without direct and
early local community input, it appears that the GSC, presumably through its PIC,
determines what infrastructure will provide “benefits to those who live, work, learn and do
business” in the transformation area. Value judgements will be made on what is best for
a targeted community about to undergo growth. Whilst the “transformative” and/or
“visionary” scenarios might suit the Government’s bottom line, it is entirely possible,
especially in areas such as Pyrmont/Ultimo which is still undergoing transformation from its
earlier industrial past, that the “incremental” approach may be of more benefit to local
communities.
Strategic Business Case
Having developed a “sequencing plan” for the preferred scenario, the PIC Model
requires the development of a place-based Strategic Business Case. The New Model
Summary Paper (p6) describes the process which involves the identification (by whom?)
of priority proposals for the next 5 to 10 years for further investigation (again by whom?).
Only when all this work has been done is it proposed that the GSC will seek feedback
(from whom?).

We have little confidence in the efficacy of these processes having observed the
decision-making processes associated with the proposed transfer of the Powerhouse
Museum to an unsuitable, flood-prone site in Parramatta. The Legislative Council Inquiry
into this deplorable decision, produced substantial and irrefutable evidence from those
with the highest levels of experience and expertise which clearly demonstrated that the
proposed move failed cost/benefit analysis and found that the business case was
severely flawed. Yet the Government is pushing ahead with this proposal, despite the
opposition of many in the Parramatta community (as well as the Pyrmont/Ultimo
communities), and is ignoring the case for both keeping the Powerhouse in Ultimo, and
for a second museum, with themes relevant to Parramatta, to be provided in an
appropriate, accessible location in Parramatta.
And the powers on high have already demolished the local swimming pool to make way
for a stadium, with proposals of further encroachment on the historic Parramatta Park in
the face of strong community objections.
These actions clearly demonstrate the need to bring communities together with those
exploring infrastructure options, through inclusion in the Place-based Infrastructure
Compact from the start.
Implementing the PIC
It appears that the GSC has been handed planning powers which used to reside in the
partnership between the Department of Planning and local governments (p7 New
Model Summary Paper). It is stated that the PIC model will “assist the NSW Government
in making decisions around land use and infrastructure investment as well as provide
greater certainty to the community and industry”. And here is the community thinking
that this is what the LEPs and DCPs developed in partnership with communities provided.
In Pyrmont, we have relied on these planning instruments, together with approved
Master Plans, also developed in partnership with the people who live and work in an
area, to provide “greater certainty” but still the Government has found ways around
them. Yes, we deplore the increasing use of ad hoc (often political) interventions to the
orderly planning system, such as Part 3A (since removed from the statutes, but still alive
and kicking ref. the Ritz-Carlton MOD13) and the use of State Significant site designations.
And we would love to see greater certainty in planning, but only if the plans have been
developed in partnership with the affected communities.
Monitoring, reviewing and keeping the PIC up-to-date
This stage in the PIC process is the only place in the entire Summary Paper (p7) which
appears to acknowledge that community preferences need to be taken into account.
The last dot point states that the PIC would need to be reviewed “if market conditions or
community preferences change”. But there is absolutely no information as to how
community preferences will be identified, nor by whom. Community preferences have
been consistently ignored over many years, so how can we be confident that they will,
suddenly, be given the time of day? The most heinous example of government

disregard of community preferences has been the WestConnex juggernaut, a 1950s
solution to traffic congestion, currently bulldozing its way through the Western suburbs.
The latest iteration of the most elaborate interchange plan, possibly in the world, at
Rozelle, will not only have a severe impact on the lives of people living in the vicinity, but
will severely impact the ability of vehicles to access port areas at Glebe Island and White
Bay through removal of a right-hand turn into James Craig Road. The Ports Authority
NSW appears not to have been consulted “at the point where major infrastructure
decisions have been made” and has had to resort to making a last minute case for this
planning disaster to be altered.

GSC Pyrmont Review Recommendations
As Pyrmont appears to be the next area to be subjected to Place-Based Planning, we
seek to work with the GSC from the early stages of the process and, in particular, to be
part of the GSC’s Place-based Infrastructure Compact to deliver plans to meet the
needs of Pyrmont as it evolves.
The Premier of NSW, in launching the GSC Pyrmont Review Report stated that "Today we
are sending a clear message that Pyrmont is open for business and ready to be taken to
the next level," and that it is the “New frontier”. To achieve this, it is vital that the physical
and social infrastructure needs of Pyrmont are identified and, ultimately, provided, and
the community through its representatives is well placed to assist in this task. Pyrmont
Action members are already engaged in early discussions with Infrastructure NSW
regarding the infrastructure that will be required to support the increased residential and
worker population associated with the Blackwattle Bay Master Plan development, and
have also made the case for the provision of a Metro West station in Pyrmont to serve,
not only the increased population, but visitors to the exciting new Sydney Fish Markets.
Currently, the proposed redevelopment of the Bays Precinct is severely constrained by
lack of public transport and by the poor design of the Pyrmont Interchange associated
with the Western Distributor and access points to the Anzac Bridge. There is also a severe
shortfall in Social/Affordable housing provision, and education, health, aged care and
public recreation facilities.
In summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local communities which are the subject of GSC-driven place-based planning
must be represented in the Place-Based Infrastructure Compact
Such representation can be via nomination and/or application on the basis of
site-specific selection criteria
Community engagement must occur at the beginning of consideration and
planning for the needs of an area undergoing major transformation
Communities undergoing transformation must be represented on the GSC’s
Infrastructure Delivery Committee
Communities must be included in the identification of priority proposals
Communities must be represented on the body charged with the periodic
monitoring, reviewing and identification of possible community preference
changes

•
•

The GSC must include the Social/Affordable Housing sector when determining
levels of infrastructure investment
The Department of Planning and local governments must have a central role in
the PIC and Place-based planning for all areas undergoing major transformation.

Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Elenius,
Convenor,
Pyrmont Action Inc,

cc Hon Rob Stokes, Minister for Planning, Clr Clover Moore, Lord Mayor of Sydney, Lucy
Turnbull, Chair, GSC, Alex Greenwich, Member for Sydney

Attachment A
Pyrmont Action Inc has had successful collaborations with major developers, including
Lend Lease on the re-design of Waterfront Park to meet community needs; and on the
re-design of 1 Distillery Drive apartment building to ensure it complied with the LEP, DCP
and the Jacksons Landing Master Plan. We had effective early consultation with the
developers of Harbour Mill apartments in Jones Street, and with the Department of
Planning and the City of Sydney in the development of SLEP 2012, identifying anomalies
through our deep knowledge of the area.
We also worked with Maritime Services (now RMS) on the Bank Street Master Plan (2006)
and the plans for the Bank Street Public Recreation Area (made null and void by the
incoming Coalition Government).
We were represented on the original Bays Precinct CRG (under the former Labor
Government) which produced Towards an Integrated Strategic Plan for the Bays
Precinct March 2010. This CRG included representatives from all the relevant state
agencies, from the City of Sydney and (the then) Leichhardt Council, businesses
operating around the Bays, and community representatives from the various precincts
around the Bays, including Pyrmont. The report was endorsed by the entire CRG.
On gaining Government, the Coalition decided to “re-invent the wheel” inviting
interested community members, and businesses with interests in the area, to participate
in a new Bays Precinct CRG, orchestrated by Urban Growth (now integrated into
Infrastructure NSW). Unfortunately, this proved unwieldy so the two interest groups were
separated which rather defeated any objective of effective collaboration in advancing
the Bays planning. Nevertheless, under Infrastructure NSW, a new spirit of genuine
engagement has emerged and Pyrmont Action is represented and fully involved in a
new round of consultations on the development of the Blackwattle Bay Master Plan.
We are also represented on the Ports Authority NSW Glebe Island/White Bay CLG and
have been members for more than10 years. This is an effective consultation vehicle
which meets quarterly, with membership of community representatives from Balmain,
Rozelle, Annandale, White Bay and Pyrmont, as well as from the businesses and lessees
operating around the port. Local government is also invited to send representatives to
meetings. We are appraised of new developments in the early stages and provide input
to the planning, as well as feedback on issues of concern relating to the operations of
the port, enabling Ports to mitigate against negative impacts on local communities.
We provide this information to illustrate our long experience of working with government
to fulfil our objectives, and to emphasise the benefit to government agencies in
collaborating fully, and early, with experienced community representatives who, after all,
have a far greater knowledge of their locale than the “government agencies, local
councils and utility providers” to be brought together by the PIC “to consider holistically
what infrastructure and services and needed in a place before it can grow” (New Model
Summary Paper, p2).

Attachment B
A Model for Community Participation
In its Pyrmont Review Report, the GSC (Recommendation 3) (p26) requires the NSW
Government, as part of the Implementation of the Place Strategy, to develop an
“effective collaborative governance model”. Having participated in many different
Community consultation processes, we strongly recommend the following model, ie “a
bespoke arrangement specific to the Place Strategy area”. It is based on the structure
and operation of the original Bays Precinct CRG, established by the former Labor
Government which provided a very satisfactory model for engagement on large
projects.
•
•
•
•
•

The membership should include representatives of the various precincts which
would be affected by development. This would include Pyrmont, Ultimo and
Glebe, but could also include Haymarket.
Include representatives of local businesses, including from the Pyrmont Ultimo
Chamber of Commerce, and including from small, medium to large companies
The proposed engagement could include representatives from UTS, TAFE, the
Powerhouse, and the ABC to provide educational and cultural perspective
Representatives of government agencies including RMS, Department of
Transport, Department of Education, Department of Planning
Local government representation, ie City of Sydney

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Ure
Saturday, 14 December 2019 12:50 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
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I was surprised to learn from page 2 of your "Our true centre: the connected unifying heart"
("the Summary") that in creating great places, studying elements of how well connected and
walkable they are; how close jobs, local parks, shops and service are etc., is a new model. If
cities grow with some level of planning, one would expect that should be the way organised
development is undertaken. Then again, when it comes to an area I am familiar with, that
was a rash thought.
Now retired, I have lived in Epping for nearly 50 years. I have travelled a little, mainly to
Europe and have time to reflect now on how a more densely settled city functions. When it
comes to "well connected and walkable", I continue to see opportunities squandered in
Epping since IBM's early 1970s unsuccessful bid to establish its corporate headquarters on a
generous site near the station. Instead, the company established this facility in West Pennant
Hills where there was no train service. Just as IBM has left that site, Cherrybrook station has
opened, but at a distance of 1 km.
Macquarie Park has been served by three railway stations since 2009. But the business park
was established at a time when population pressures were less and their projected growth
less challenging. Today the Park, and especially roads leading to it, continue to be
increasingly congested, only partly because much of the area is not within walkable distance
of any of the stations. And once generous parking is provided, there is resistance to its
removal.
Being on both sides of the line, the Epping Town Centre has the advantage of being more
level and more walkable than many parts of Macquarie Park. Even before the opening of the
metro to Tallawong, Epping was better-connected, especially by train, than any of the
Macquarie stations. The Carlingford line has traditionally connected residents along its length
to the CBD as much as it might serve connections to Parramatta. But now that the Light Rail
is no longer to connect to the Main Western line at Clyde, those passengers will want to
travel via Epping. Extending Parramatta Light Rail stage 1 from Carlingford along the route of
the cancelled Parramatta to Epping railway would improve accessibility and would help
reduce whatever need there may be for Metro West by providing an alternative route to the
CBD via Chatswood as envisaged by the partially completed Epping to Chatswood line. Since
then, there have been major developments at Carlingford and more are planned for the route
of the Parramatta Light Rail. Completing the light rail to Epping would also encourage those
living east of Carlingford to look for employment opportunities in Parramatta and Westmead.
Epping's situation illustrates the folly of casting one's thoughts too narrowly. Being one train
stop from the heart of Macquarie Park at Macquarie Centre/University, Epping should always
have been considered when discussing Macquarie Park's inevitable need for expansion of its
commercial uses. After 100 years of settlement, the Epping Town Centre, though in need of
more intensive land use, it has some of the other professional services found in a small town
and which might be lacking in a business park. At the same time, additional commercial
development, including those catering for extended hours of operation, when so well
connected by public transport could have avoided the need for the copious amounts of traffic
inducing, expensive to provide, private parking. In Berlin, the Interior Department is housed
1

in a large building (illustrated) in a mainly residential area within walking distance of Bellevue
station. Despite employing a large number of people, it generates minimal peak hour
congestion. These thoughts would have had a greater chance of being considered if Epping
had been in the Ryde LGA. Instead, even when raised, they are ignored.
This brings me to my next point. In the last couple of years, the eastern boundary of the
Parramatta LGA has been extended to include most of the Epping east of the railway line.
This was in response to concerns going back many years that the fragmentation of the
suburb between Parramatta and Hornsby LGAs lead to planning compromises. GPOP is déjà
vu all over again. Epping is excluded from Macquarie Park because it is not part of the Ryde
LGA and it is excluded from GPOP, and presumably from Parramatta Council's involvement,
because the GPOP boundary has been drawn at Pennant Hills Road rather than the LGA
boundary. This leaves Epping in the no man's land that has led to its being subjected to the
banishment of local employment, empty shops, disappearing banks and its conversion to an
over-developed residential monoculture largely devoid of activity in business hours.
The map on page 7 of the Summary shows the forlorn, orphaned Parramatta Light Rail stage
1 branch line terminated at Carlingford station, so near and yet so far from Carlingford Court
up the hill and on the other side of Pennant Hills Road where the line might serve some
purpose for those living along the length of the line. But that is a small portion of its real
value to open connections to the rest of the Sydney Trains network by extending the line to
Epping. Some small comfort might be taken from the lonely statement on page 11: "Bus
route and corridor improvements: Parramatta to Macquarie Park via Epping". This suggests
that during the 40-year scenarios covered by GPOP (page 4) it is intended to be "all out, all
change" at Carlingford light rail station when completing the section to Epping should be one
of the highest priorities given the access to Parramatta it would afford to people from as far
away as the Central Coast and to many living on the North Shore Line. Meanwhile, Landcorp
is preparing for sale as a site for over 400 apartments land used by the metro construction
link to Epping station. This is despite the residential development targets for Epping already
being exceeded. The cleared site is the ideal location for the Parramatta Light Rail stage 1 to
terminate near Epping station.
Richard Ure
Epping
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Greater Sydney Commission Discussion Paper on the Place-based
Infrastructure Compact Pilot
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to the draft Greater Sydney Commission
Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot. This joint submission by NCOSS and Shelter NSW will
answer the proposed discussion questions in the draft for comment document (the discussion
paper):
•
•

what the PIC Pilot got right
how the model could be improved.

Overall, equity considerations are missing. Development of the Greater Sydney region needs to be
accessible and inclusive of all people. This must include significant amounts of social and affordable
housing and community spaces that benefit the whole community, particularly people experiencing
disadvantage or social isolation.

What the Place Based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) Pilot for the Greater Parramatta
and Olympic Precinct (GPOP) got right
A sequenced and placed-based approach to planning
Ad-hoc planning processes undermine certainty for industry and confidence of the community in the
planning process 1. Inconsistent planning can lead to sub-optimal outcomes for delivery of key
community infrastructure such as affordable housing. We therefore support that Finding 4.5 in the
discussion paper will lead to a more orderly sequenced approach to planning.
NCOSS and Shelter NSW support a shift towards a ‘place based’ approach to infrastructure planning
to ensure community needs and expectations are met.

Affordable housing and inclusionary zoning

All communities should have accessible, affordable accommodation to ensure a diverse community
inclusive of all. Housing should be priced so that housing needs can be met alongside other basic
living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care, and education.
The PIC Pilot found that most precincts in Greater Parramatta to Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) have the
potential to support the implementation of the Greater Sydney Region Plans (the Region Plan)
Objective 11: ‘Housing is more diverse and affordable’. The Region Plan recommends affordable
rental housing targets as a mechanism to deliver more affordable housing for very low to lowincome households. 2 The Region Plan notes that within Greater Sydney targets of generally between
five and ten per cent of new residential floor space are viable. 3 This includes parameters of
allowance for other government charges for essential infrastructure, and a differentiation between
new land release areas and urban infill as required by each nominated area.
Shelter NSW and NCOSS support the housing outcomes outlined in the proposed actions for Phase 1
of PIC. 4 However, there is no identified quota of affordable housing for very low and low-income

earners. Well-located social and affordable housing contributes to several indicators of success in
the PIC model, including jobs, education and housing and 30-minute city 5 and are inexorably tied to
the well-being of inclusive communities.
We strongly recommend implementation of mandatory inclusionary zoning across GPOP without
requiring Councils to clear the hurdle of viability testing, which would actively contribute to an
orderly sequenced approach. Of particular note is the comment that “growth must not only meet
market demand but must not outpace the NSW Government capacity to fund services and
infrastructure”. This has been a common experience in Greater Sydney over decades. Shelter NSW
and NCOSS support deliberate investment in social and community infrastructure as critically
important for the well-being of Greater Sydney community.
Research on ‘Social and Affordable Housing as social infrastructure’ prepared by Prof Christian
Nygaard for CHIA, National Shelter networks and other advocacy bodies indicates that wide social
and economic benefits can outweigh the funding cost for social and affordable housing 6. Findings
include:
•
•

The provision of social and affordable housing improves national productivity by addressing
problems that otherwise have a large economic, social and/or environmental cost.
Investment in social and affordable housing as infrastructure also unlocks additional benefits
under the form of increased wellbeing, human capital and productivity.

The research calculated estimations of over 25 social and economic benefits from constructing 100
social or affordable housing dwellings. These include:
•
•
•
•

over a million dollars total public sector savings from transitioning a person experiencing
homelessness to secure housing ($1,049,369)
$868,000 savings in health costs when providing tenants support services and social housing
$122,700 in pure productivity output gains
close to two million dollars ($1,986,500) in human capital accumulation 7

Overall, the available evidence shows that the cost savings and additional benefits “constitute a
significant proportion of the subsidy required for a positively geared social and affordable housing
project”. 8 Capturing land value increases from development for the provision of affordable housing
removes the need for anything else other than an operating subsidy, it is obvious that this is an
efficient and necessary public policy intervention.
Recommendation: Implement mandatory inclusionary zoning across GPOP without requiring
Councils to clear the hurdle of viability testing.

How the proposed model can be improved
Include social and affordable housing as a measure of liveability
There is a need for infrastructure investment to meet the growing populations of people living and
working in the GPOP and Greater Western Sydney. This investment plan is an opportunity to
improve liveability with energy efficient, safe, resilient and healthy infrastructure. The PIC model is
also an opportunity to recognise social and affordable housing as social and economic infrastructure,
key to liveability. Liveability impacts productivity; including the number of jobs people are able to
access within 30 to 45 minute (Indicator P2). 9
While the paper notes the importance of affordable housing, it appears to sideline this infrastructure
from the main costing model and treat it separately. 10 Omitting affordable housing costs distorts the
model’s conclusions by underestimating the investment needed.
Affordable housing supply should be treated as part of infrastructure planning. It should be
integrated into the main modelling tool (Co-Lens tool) in a way that responds to Local Councils’ Local
Strategic Planning Statements, Local Housing Strategies and affordable housing policies.
Increased amenity including new social and affordable housing, which avoids displacement of lower
income households, leads to diverse communities supportive of inclusive housing.
From Shelter NSW and NCOSS experience over 40 years, growth tends to displace lower income
households, as lower cost rental housing is replaced by newer dwellings targeting moderate and
higher income earners11. Planning for affordable housing as infrastructure, funding it adequately,
and delivering it at the same time as other infrastructure has positive effects on community amenity,
and productivity gains that potentially outweigh the subsidy cost. 12 An example of this is the urban
renewal in Pyrmont/Ultimo area. This development included mandatory inclusionary zoning. 13 Given
the increasing need for this in greater Sydney there should be mandated higher levels of inclusionary
zoning, as developed in the next section.
City Futures Research Centre estimates the need to 2036 for Greater Sydney to be 141,200 social
housing dwellings and 75,800 affordable housing dwellings. 14
In order to meet this need, 22.4% of growth in Greater Sydney to 2036 needs to be social housing
and 12% must be affordable housing. This illustrates the need for significantly higher Affordable
Rental Housing Targets in the GPOP area.

Recommendation: Recognising that social and affordable housing should be included in the GPOP
region planning as social infrastructure, the GPOP should plan for targets of between 15-30% of
social and affordable housing for moderate to very low income households in an increasingly
unaffordable private market.
Measures of the GPOP PIC delivery of good liveability outcomes for people living in the area
should include •
•

social and affordable housing to be at least 15% of total housing stock
the proportion of lower income households experiencing housing stress to be always
under 10%

Mandatory inclusionary zoning for local governments

Mandatory inclusionary zoning is an effective approach to putting in place an affordable housing
contribution scheme in the precinct ahead of rezoning, the cost impacts for Government/taxpayers
are reduced. Inclusionary zoning provides certainty to the development industry and early planning
for inclusionary zoning improves the development opportunities for increased delivery of affordable
housing through value capture. When developers have certainty because the contribution is applied
broadly, consistently and with enough notice, they are able to factor the required contribution in the
residual land value they pay for development sites 15.
Phase 1 Precincts such as Wentworth Point and Carter St were missed opportunities for land value
capture. It is essential that Affordable Housing Contributions Schemes are in place before the rest of
the rezoning/subsequent development occurs. This is crucial for the major proposals under
consideration outlined page 41-43 including page 42 on Figure 22; Wentworthville Town Centre,
Westmead Master Plan and 1 Crescent St, Holroyd, as well as Parramatta CBD, Camellia Town
Centre, Rydalmere, Melrose Park north and South precincts, and Parramatta Road Urban
Transformation strategy.
The PIC recognises that it is “feasible for all precincts with residential uses to achieve some level of
affordable rental housing, in addition (emphasis added) to local, state and regional infrastructure.” 16
The GPOP area could support much higher levels of affordable rental housing.
Recommendation: Affordable housing targets of 15% on privately owned land and 30% on
government controlled land are recommended.
Indeed, with enough certainty and broad application of value sharing mechanisms, developers are
able to cost the contribution into the price they pay for land. Given the huge increase in land value
that follows rezoning, willingness of landowners to allow development is not affected. Shelter NSW
and NCOSS recommend that 15% inclusionary zoning contribution is applied across the GPOP area.

Viability Testing

Viability testing for affordable housing should be removed from local government responsibility and
put back on developers to demonstrate viability of their development, so viability testing is left to
the market rather than to the local councils. We do not believe viability to be affected by upgrading
to 15% of the market as similarly it is not affected by 5-10% as mentioned in the PIC.

Factor social infrastructure and services into the planning process at the beginning
When governments invest in the wellbeing of people and communities, everyone benefits. The PIC
approach identifies health, education and ‘liveability’, yet wellbeing is largely absent. The PIC
planning and costing process must include social infrastructure that can support the ongoing
development of social capital in areas identified for renewal.
Social capital refers to the network of relationships and supports that can develop in communities
and help them to function effectively. 17 This can take the form of neighbours looking out for one
another, family and friends providing support during tough times, volunteers assisting those in need,
or communities banding together following a catastrophic event. These behaviours play a role in
building community resilience and promoting social inclusion, both of which are linked to improved
mental and physical health, employment opportunities and outcomes, and access to vital supports. 18
Social capital reduces the overall cost to Government and leads to more equal distribution of
economic growth. 19
The discussion paper acknowledges that great places need a wide range of social, economic and
environmental infrastructure such as trees, parks, schools and health facilities. Public libraries and
community halls are essential cultural infrastructure. It is positive these have been included in the
PIC model. Access to more generic services that build social capital such as neighbourhood centres,
financial counselling services, family supports, youth services and playgroups are absent from the
proposed planning approach.
For people who experience disadvantage, go through a tough time, or who need help, easily
accessible and community-based supports are essential. The majority of people who seek support at
neighbourhood centres are at risk of social isolation. 20 Participating and connecting through social
support services enables neighbourhoods to develop informal social support networks that add
layers of support to people’s resilience21. They also play key roles in supporting local communities
with disaster and emergency relief during periods known to have a significant impact on mental
health. 22
Building effective social infrastructure happens best in close consultation with local community and
community support organisations.
Recommendation: Place activation should include a number of opportunities for residents to engage
with services, and each other, to build strong connected neighbourhoods with strong social capital

Establish goals for targeted supply rather than general supply
The PIC tends to consider ‘housing’ as a block, a type of land use that is always the same with the
same outcomes. Here we feel the report could recognise that there are many different types of
housing, particularly with regard to tenure, and that they have different impacts on land use, and
should be treated differently by the planning system and government.
As previously mentioned, Shelter NSW and NCOSS feel that it is essential that land is set aside for
non-market housing, including social and affordable housing, and that this type of land use receives
more favourable planning treatment than market housing.

Recommendation: Set targets for delivery of new social and affordable housing dwellings as part of
the GPOP PIC

The inclusion of social and community services is an economic opportunity

The community services sector is a significant economic contributor, employer and provider of
community care in NSW. Its paid workforce matches the size of the Australian retail sector and
makes up 12.5% of the NSW workforce. 23 Employment in the sector has grown by over 24% in the
past five years. 24
Contributing to the growth of a sector that can meet the support needs of the NSW community is an
economic and employment opportunity. 25 Services that support the community and grow the
valuable and productive social services workforce should be built into Place-based Infrastructure
Compacts. This will help to address the deficit of skilled work opportunities in Sydney’s west
identified in the Greater Sydney Commission’s discussion paper. 26
Recommendation: Include social capital and community wellbeing indicators in the planning
process.

Asset recycling will only deliver a small proportion of the need and cannot be repeated

The PIC identifies “significant opportunities in many precincts to renew ageing social housing and
increase supply”. 27 While this is good, it is important to consider how it is managed and
implemented. ‘Asset recycling’ programs for social housing estate renewal under the current model
(such as Telopea Communities Plus project mentioned page 49) will fall short of delivering the
amount of social and affordable housing that is needed in GPOP. The entire ‘Communities Plus’
program is estimated to deliver around 6,500 additional social housing dwellings28 over the next 1520 years while the ‘Home in Western Sydney’ report estimates the need to be at least 6,500
additional social and affordable housing dwellings per year to 2036 29 .
Selling public land creates issues over the long term as demand for social and affordable housing
increases. If Government ceases to own land in the area there are less opportunities to provide
affordable and social housing options. It is therefore important that ‘social housing
renewal/expansion’, while ‘creating inclusive communities’, delivers greatly increased number of
social and affordable housing dwellings and considers development models that allows for retaining
land for public purposes. This is especially relevant in proposals for renewal/expansion (p12/13) at
Ermington, Melrose Park, Carlingford, Parramatta North, Rydalmere-Dundas, Westmead South,
Westmead Health and Wentworthville. While precincts may have different characteristics and
constraints, it is essential that retaining appreciating public assets such as land is factored into
planning and provides for renewal that does deliver significant increases in amenity and available
affordable rental stock for lower income households. This is critical to reassure the community that
people on lower incomes will not be excluded from their own neighbourhoods as our city grows. We
support projects such as Melrose Park and Ermington precincts, supporting a mix of social,
affordable and private housing, but would like to see the numbers of social and affordable housing
dwellings increased, as well as consideration of development models that allow retaining public
land.

Universal design
Accessibility of public space and universal, inclusive design are of primary importance to create
healthy, inclusive communities. Planners must incorporate universal design principles from the

outset. A high-level commitment in the PIC to integrate the Seven Principles of Universal Design in
planning and designing places will best serve GPOP communities. 30
Recommendation: Integrate universal design in planning and designing for places in order to
improve accessibility and inclusivity.

How can community and industry better participate? A greater role for the private
and not for profit sector.
We support the intentional approach of the PIC model to give private and not-for-profit service
providers better and more predictable information to plan and deliver services. To realise the
benefits of a growing city, and deliver great outcomes for people, it is indeed essential that the NSW
Government continue to strengthen these partnerships.
To best reflect community needs, the PIC process must include community sector peaks, local
community service providers and community members in planning conversations. Communities
should be engaged at every stage of the process. This should include some degree of co-design and
co-decision making. This involves sharing information and power; intentionally and authentically,
including the voices of residents and service providers at every stage of planning.
Recommendation: Authentic inclusion of communities and service providers in all planning stages.

About Shelter NSW
Shelter NSW is the peak housing policy and advocacy organisation for NSW and is affiliated with
national Shelter and other state Shelter organisations. An independent organisation, Shelter NSW is
committed to promoting social justice; our vision is a secure home for all.
www.shelternsw.org.au

About NCOSS
The NSW Council of Social Service (NCOSS) works with and for people experiencing poverty and
disadvantage to see positive change in our communities.
When rates of poverty and inequality are low, everyone in NSW benefits. With 80 years of
knowledge and experience informing our vision, NCOSS is uniquely placed to bring together civil
society to work with government and business to ensure communities in NSW are strong for
everyone.
As the peak body for community services in NSW we support the sector to deliver innovative
services that grow and evolve as needs and circumstances evolve.
Published November 2019.
© NSW Council of Social Service (NCOSS)
This publication is copyright. Non-profit groups have permission to reproduce part of this book as
long as the original meaning is retained and proper credit is given to the NSW Council of Social

Service. All other persons and organisations wanting to reproduce material from this book should
obtain permission from the publishers.
NCOSS can be found at:
3/52 William St, WOOLLOOMOOLOO NSW 2011
phone: (02) 9211 2599
email: info@ncoss.org.au
website: www.ncoss.org.au
facebook: on.fb.me/ncoss
twitter: @_ncoss_
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The Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 252
PARRAMATTA NSW 2150
Email: engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au

Dear Sir or Madam
Re: Submission on A City Supported by Infrastructure and GPOP – Our true centre:
the connected unifying heart
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the Greater Sydney Commission’s
draft papers (the Papers):
•

A City Supported by Infrastructure, Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot

•

GPOP - Our true centre: the connected unifying heart, Place-based Infrastructure
Compact Pilot

The Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils Inc (SSROC) is an association of
eleven local councils in the area south of Sydney Harbour, covering central, inner west,
eastern and southern Sydney. SSROC provides a forum for the exchange of ideas
between our member councils, and an interface between governments, other councils and
key bodies on issues of common interest. Together, our member councils cover a
population of about 1.7 million, one third of the population of Sydney.
SSROC welcomes the opportunity to provide comment on the Papers to help identify ways
the NSW Government and its local government partners can support the continued growth
occurring in the Greater Sydney, especially for those LGAs currently undergoing very rapid
population growth driving transformations of their communities and places.
Over the next planning period up to 2036, the population the South and Eastern City
Districts is set to grow by around 530,000 people and 241,000 new homes1. This rapid,
high growth strategy will add significantly more people than the entire population currently
1
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living in Canberra. However, it is to be all delivered within the relatively short 20-year
planning period, with around 16 years still remaining. The local communities and
local councils navigating this rapid transformation require the assurance of an adequately
funded infrastructure investment strategy to support and underpin this growth and
densification.
Notably the scale of planned growth within the SSROC region exceeds the growth of the
Central District (207,500 homes by 2036) used as the basis for the pilot GPOP pilot.
Local governments are major deliverers of services in NSW and have a key role to play in
the infrastructure discussion.
Academic research highlights that ‘Local governments are the least well-funded tier of
government within the Australian federation (Brown, 2006).’ ‘In 2016–17, total taxation
revenue in Australia stood at $488.5 billion of which only $17.4 billion (3.6%) accrued to
local government’ (ABS, 2018)2.
In addition, over the past three decades local governments have felt the impact of costshifting as the national and state governments have transferred some of their
responsibilities to local government. Commonly these transfers have taken place without
the reallocation of resources, effectively creating an unfunded mandate for local action that
can represent a significant cost on local communities (House of Representatives, Hawker
Inquiry, 2003)’.3
In this fiscally constrained service delivery environment, greater efficiency and
effectiveness continue to be key drivers. Local councils and advocacy bodies such as
SSROC welcome opportunities to contribute to the discussion to improve infrastructure
planning and delivery.

General Comments
SSROC welcomes Australia’s ‘first model for place-based growth and infrastructure
alignment’. We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the GPOP pilot to
suggest ways to improve the model and make it better.
The new Placed-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) developed for consultation by the
Greater Sydney Commission offers the prospect of a ground-breaking approach that can
bring the main elements and all stakeholders together to put infrastructure in place to
achieve better planning and the effective use of scarce resources as Sydney grows.
Critically, this submission looks to define social and economic infrastructure very broadly
as anything that supports local communities and businesses to be productive and thrive. A
very broad approach is consistent with the holistic aspirations of the PIC. Infrastructure
2
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necessarily extends from services requiring recurrent expenditure to capital
investment and activities that combine the two.
Infrastructure therefore needs to encompass: the environment, water and waste
management; cultural infrastructure; education; health; housing (including affordable
housing); justice; and transport and recognise that they are now delivered and financed
through a diverse range of mechanisms by government and non-government
stakeholders.
SSROC believes our cities, along with the other regional areas, require a special focus in
this discussion. Sydney as an established global city has unique productivity, population
and economic growth challenges. These place-based challenges now need a specific
focus to tailor responses and embed the benefits of good growth.
The proposed model potentially offers an array of benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

By better aligning growth with infrastructure and services, government – state and
local – can afford to deliver quality outcomes for people and the environment.
Growth is sequenced in a logical way.
Infrastructure is provided when it is needed.
Great places are created to support the needs of residents, workers and visitors.
Business opportunities for all involved in making cities are maximised. Better
coordinated strategic planning can support a precinct’s social and economic
development by enabling councils, community organisations, businesses and
industries to best utilise local strengths and endowments.

Cities for Us Summit
A number of the planning and infrastructure related recommendations in the PIC echo
those previously made previously at the Cities for Us Summit held in July 20184.
Cities for Us Summit advocated strongly for better placed-based planning. The Summit
was hosted by SSROC and Shelter NSW with support from the Committee for Sydney and
the Planning Institute Australia. It was delivered in collaboration with UNSW City Futures
with sponsorship from Mirvac, SGCH and City West Housing.
A key recommendation of the Communique from the Summit proposed moving to a
Growth Infrastructure Compact by District and key precincts. It envisioned the Compact
operating between the Greater Sydney Commission, Infrastructure NSW, the (former)
Department of Planning and Environment and Sydney councils to make sure local
community infrastructure kept pace with growth.
Accordingly, SSROC welcomes and supports the development of the PIC model including
the scenario testing, the six-step method, and the proposed sequencing plan.
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The PIC aspires to provide a holistic approach to the infrastructure and services that
are needed in a place before it can grow. The model should therefore include the full
range of infrastructure that should be prioritised to create attractive, liveable, and
sustainable places.
To this end the draft model appears to have left out two important and notable strands of
essential community infrastructure: waste management and affordable rental housing
provision. These should be added to the core model arrangements.
Local councils should be clearly elevated to a PIC Partner alongside the government
agencies and utility providers. Infrastructure delivered by non-government for-profit and
not-for-profit providers should also be incorporated and engaged within the model
framework.
The sequencing plans for precincts should always be developed in conjunction with local
councils. These plans could be made in conjunction with, and implemented through,
councils’ local strategic planning statements.
Given the limitations on Government funding, it will be crucial include value capture as one
of the model’s potential funding sources and make provision for this mechanism within the
model in the future. Once sector infrastructure and strategic capital costs are identified
under the assessment of scenarios (the step 2) is completed, the testing of the funding
sources should look at value capture as part of the funding mix and what this means as a
percentage of land use uplift.
This way value capture arrangements can be announced when the future development
potential is announced.
In relation to GPOP, SSROC supports the sequencing of the Proposed Actions and the
sequencing of Phase 2 to follow Phase 1, so as to allow for the coordination of GPOP
infrastructure and new development with the roll-out of Sydney Metro West.
SSROC notes that while the greater part of the GPOP lies in the City of Parramatta
Council and Cumberland Council areas, some of the GPOP area includes a portion of
Canada Bay. Specifically, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy
(PRCUTS) Homebush Precinct, which is within the GPOP Homebush-North Strathfield
Phase 2 Precinct, is substantially within the Canada Bay LGA.
Accordingly, SSROC requests that the City of Canada Bay Council be also invited and
included as a partner in the GPOP PIC, noting that the boundaries of the GPOP
encompass a portion of the Canada Bay LGA.
Subject to Canada Bay Council’s agreement, it is also requested that Section 6.2 and
Figure 26 be amended to acknowledge Canada Bay Council as a partner in the GPOP
PIC. This amendment will help to demonstrate that the Commission is willing to engage
closely with Council as a key stakeholder and further consult Council for their feedback
about the GPOP and the PIC pilot.
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Detailed comments on the PIC model
This part of the submission focuses on the Commission’s questions canvassed in the
Papers principally around the PIC model.

The new PIC model
Commission Question: How well do you feel you understand the model?
The PIC model developed in the pilot has three interrelated components.
1. A collaborative approach across State agencies, utility providers and local councils
2. A six-step method integrating land use, infrastructure and economic evaluation
3. A digital and data tool providing analytics and insights that are important in keeping
the PIC dynamic and up-to date.
Significantly the model offers the opportunity to better align long-term growth with the
timely delivery of infrastructure and services. This is a very complex and ambitious
planning task that involves managing competing needs, the ‘allocation’ of finite resources
and coordinating multiple independent stakeholders. A major challenge is that model’s
heavy dependency on key input assumptions about Sydney’s future population growth.
The planning task requires a very serious investment of time and commitment to plan,
align activities and expenditure, evaluate and the re-adjustment of plans to changing
circumstances.
The model is also a creature of its context: the development of the strategic planning
reform process and the governance, policy and funding arrangements operating in the
period 2016-2019. Many of the conditions and circumstances at the inception of the pilot
have changed and some of the many elements will not be replicated again as they have
been overtaken by subsequent reforms and market developments.
The work commenced in 2016 with the then Minister for Planning asking the Commission
to develop a list of city-shaping game changers. Accordingly, the model’s inception predates:
• the development of the local councils’ LSPS (long term strategic intent and
directions agreed with communities);
• the extension of SEPP 70 Affordable Housing to all LGAs;
• COAG’s decision to promote the circular economy;
• the appointment of the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces;
• the Government’s recent decision to super-charge development of growth
precincts;
• major transport infrastructure investments;
• commitments to communities about consultation on the views and priorities; and
• the introduction of a NSW Building Commissioner and related building industry
reform agenda that will impact directly on private residential development.
If subsequent policy reforms and changes to infrastructure priorities are not incorporated,
the model will quickly become short-sighted and despite its comprehensive aspirations will
embed shortcomings.
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A very dynamic and evolving model is therefore required to address the inevitable
policy changes and to accommodate new evidence so the PIC can maintain its holistic
remit and strategic currency over time. Recommendations from the model will need to be
retested through a process of continuous engagement with the community and
stakeholders and checked against emerging priorities for Greater Sydney.
A flexible approach to the scale of a planning area is also required to enable the model’s
use (or partial use) in regional and sub-regional transformational contexts, to guide:
o city-shaping infrastructure (such as the Western Sydney City Deal)
o transit-oriented growth corridors
o major new growth precincts.
A flexible model should support the Government’s new approach to precinct pathways5. It
will require a diversity of devolved governance and shared leadership approaches which
effectively engage a broader range of stakeholders involved in infrastructure planning and
provision:
o collaborative state and council led transformations (including state ledplanned precincts)
o council-led urban transformations.
The Cities for Us Summit communiqué made recommendations along similar lines for
delivering local renewal. The communiqué recommended piloting local renewal agencies
in neighbourhoods undergoing intensive redevelopment that is not currently led by a state
agency. These council-led pilots would endeavour to deliver place-sensitive models
supported by strong community engagement. Potentially local renewal agencies could be
regarded as PICs for smaller or lower priority precincts.
An accessible, more transparent model is required for continuous improvement. This can
help spread the benefits of aligned infrastructure planning and coordination to the main
contributors’ own internal operating and resource allocation frameworks: within
Government agencies, local councils and utility providers.
An accountable model is needed to give outsiders confidence and build public trust in the
results especially when large amounts of the input information are commercial-inconfidence and often politically sensitive. SSROC recommends that an independent audit
should accompany the PIC reports to provide assurance and some protection from
inevitable criticisms.
Commission Question: How could we improve the model? For example, is there
anything we missed?
The PIC aspires to provide a holistic approach to the infrastructure and services that are
needed in a place before it can grow.
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The model has potentially omitted two important and notable strands of essential
community infrastructure: waste management and affordable rental housing
provision. Their absence, or at best being on the margins, underappreciates their role and
contribution to making more liveable and productive communities, and critically for the
model, excludes the assessment of their long-term costs and benefits.
Inclusion of waste and recycling infrastructure
Waste management is an essential service and should be planned for accordingly6.
SSROC strongly recommends that the PIC should take into account the need for waste
infrastructure and services. Reforms to the management of council waste disposal and
reuse to make lasting shifts in practice are needed to embed an efficient and sustainable
circular economy. This needs to include from the design of new buildings and precincts to
accommodate adequate and up-to-date waste collection services within the site to
industrial-scale infrastructure for waste processing and resource recovery facilities with
adequate buffer zones between them and residential areas.
Where facilities cannot be located in densely populated areas, then provision must be
made for transfer stations, where collection vehicles can transfer and potentially sort waste
for onward movement.
Preferably, onward movement should be by train to avoid road congestion. Strategic land
use planning would therefore also need to take into account the movement of waste as
freight and consider moving freight from a regional hub and returning with waste material
destined for a resource recovery facility at that same regional hub.
Inclusion of social and affordable housing as infrastructure
There is a strong case for housing as part of a country’s essential infrastructure, not as
separate or in opposition to investment in transport or energy. Stable housing forms a
critical foundation for children, teenagers and adults to develop and improve preschool,
primary secondary and tertiary educational performance.
The case for treating affordable rental housing as infrastructure is even clearer. For lowincome households in metropolitan areas across Australia, the situation in 2019 remains
untenable. Sydney remains critically unaffordable to significant proportions of the renting
population, especially very low and low-income households. While Sydney remains the
third least affordable metropolitan region in Australia in part because of its higher median
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COAG leaders agreed Australia should establish a timetable to ban the export of waste plastic, paper, glass and tyres,
while building Australia’s capacity to generate high value recycled commodities and associated demand. They tasked
Environment Ministers to advise on a proposed timetable and response strategy following consultation with industry and
other stakeholders. Leaders agreed the strategy must seek to reduce waste, especially plastics, decrease the amount of
waste going to landfill and maximise the capability of our waste management and recycling sector to collect, recycle,
reuse, convert and recover waste.
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gross income, for those on fixed incomes it remains the most unaffordable city in
Australia.7
The housing affordability problem is also affecting key and essential workers’ ability to
locate near their place of work threatening the viability of the key services they provide to
our city. Key Worker Housing Affordability in Sydney report found that in the ten years
leading up to 2016, key areas in Sydney lost between 10 and 20 percent of teachers,
nurses, police and emergency service workers to outer and regional areas8. Attracting and
retaining skilled key and essential workers is critical part of building a modern and evolving
economy.
Recent research shows Australia’s higher-income families are exploiting the supply of
cheap homes in the rental market, leaving low and very low-income households with an
endemic shortage of housing. A new AHURI study, The supply of affordable private rental
housing in Australian cities9 has found that while the private rental sector is growing
strongly – by more than twice the rate of household growth – greater overall supply has
not translated into increased supply for lower income households, who face increasing
shortages.
This research also highlights alarming affordability challenges in Sydney – Australia’s
largest rental market. For the first time in this series of research projects, in Sydney in
2016 there was an absolute shortfall of dwellings affordable to low-income households.
This contrasts with other Australian cities, where there were enough affordable dwellings
for these households, even if there might have been a shortage of availability due to
households with higher incomes renting them.
The research showed this problem was intensifying across Australia but was felt the most
acutely in Sydney, the country’s least-affordable housing market. It recommends a
customised policy response to boost affordable rental supply for low-income households in
Sydney so they can continue to work in jobs necessary for the effective running of an
international city such as Sydney.
The housing needs of 40% of Sydney’s current and future population (those households
on very low and low incomes) are too important to ignore.
The Paper notes as part of the findings for the GPOP that:
‘With respect to affordable housing, the PIC Pilot found that most precincts in
GPOP have potential to support the implementation of the Region Plan’s Objective
11: ‘Housing is more diverse and affordable’. The Region Plan recommends
7
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Affordable Rental Housing Targets as a mechanism to deliver more affordable
housing for very low to low-income households and notes that within Greater
Sydney targets of generally between five and 10 per cent of new residential floor
space are viable. It was found to be feasible for all precincts with residential uses to
achieve some level of affordable rental housing, in addition to local, state and
regional infrastructure. This will ensure that communities do not forgo local
amenities and services’10.
As affordable rental housing is a form of social and community infrastructure that requires
government investment to be produced, it is too important to leave outside of the PIC
proper. That would risk sidelining affordable housing and it becoming residual after other
infrastructure priorities and investment plans are determined.
Plans for urban growth occurring without the social and economic infrastructure needed to
support the population growth, is often a recipe for planning failure and lower productivity.
This failure is experienced in: the absence of community support; poor planning; traffic
congestion; and lower quality of life and liveability for communities. It also results in more
expensive rectification costs paid for by taxpayers and ratepayers when missing
infrastructure has to be retrofitted to local government areas that underwent rapid growth.
Accordingly, SSROC strongly recommends that the PIC should incorporate the benefits of
affordable housing its scenario analysis.
A lack of community and business support for development can quickly materialise if the
economic and social costs of underinvestment are borne disproportionately by residents
and sections of the business community. If unaddressed it can help entrench inequality
within under resourced parts of Sydney.
The Communique from the Cities for Us Summit recommended strategically extending
SEPP 70 to all Sydney councils to consistently and more fairly meet Sydney’s pressing
housing problem of housing unaffordability. In March 2019, the NSW Government
extended SEPP 70 to all NSW Councils enabling them to opt to establish a local
contribution scheme in designated growth precincts and provided a guideline to assist
councils with this task.
A strategic approach should help to integrate affordable housing as essential infrastructure
within the PIC model reflecting that many Sydney councils have flagged their intention to
operate an affordable housing contribution scheme in their Local Strategic Planning
Statements.
Coordinating rezoning announcements and decisions about infrastructure contributions to
optimise outcomes for communities
Some further work on the PIC is probably needed to develop the process to coordinate
budget approval processes with planning proposals. The 6-step PIC process indicates a
joint implementation through the land use planning system and cross-agency budget
process, but it is not clear what happens if one part is not approved. If the PIC does not
10
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receive approval through the budget process, but the land is rezoned then this may
create an infrastructure funding shortfall. On the other hand, if the PIC is approved
via the cross-agency budget process but the local authority does not up-zone an area (e.g.
Independent Planning Commission and St Leonards recently) then there is a risk of
creating stranded infrastructure.
The Region Plan and the PIC indicate that new development should fund infrastructure
“without being unreasonably burdened to the extent that is becomes unviable”.
Importantly, if Government announces the land use intentions too early then developers
may pay too much for land and complain they cannot pay Special Infrastructure
Contributions (SICs). Similarly, if the land use intentions are announced too early then it
may severely limit the possibility for value capture.
Commission Question: How could this model be used to help other places?
The productivity improvement and good growth challenge is how to scale up and rollout
the Compact (PIC) and related funding to address the infrastructure needs of the 50 new
precincts11 that are set to undergo re-zonings and rapid growth as announced by the
Planning Minister for Greater Metropolitan Sydney.
A key question for local government is how to achieve the benefits more widely and best
turn the model into a framework that can be replicable at a range of spatial scales. The
current model is tied to a high-level strategic infrastructure business case that will
necessarily be Cabinet-in-confidence.
A roll-out of the PIC to other precincts needs to include established urban areas
undergoing rapid densification as a priority. It is envisaged that this could then result in a
set of Place-based Infrastructure Compacts (containing infrastructure priorities with a
sequencing plan linked to funding) across Sydney. Attachment 1 sets out a potential
schema for considering different levels of engagement with the PIC based on the scale
and speed of the development process.
SSROC recommends that a pathway is established so that a local council, or group of
councils, can instigate a discussion with the Government about the potential applicability
of the PIC to a high-growth transformation they are managing.
It will be inequitable if some communities undergoing rapid growth are left with seemingly
intractable problems of congestion and overcrowding, coupled with inequitable access to
services, jobs and other opportunities while others receive a comprehensive response that
meet good growth criteria.
A process would be needed to assess which places and priorities meet assistance
thresholds to receive planning support, how much Government support they get and for
what suite of infrastructure. Assistance should not depend on where the growth is
occurring but rather objective criteria of scale, existing infrastructure bottlenecks, intensity
and timing of place-based transformations all assessed on a non-partisan basis.
11
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In recognition that this would pose a major funding challenge, a transition will
probably be required. As an interim step, the adoption of a Government policy and
common methodology for: assessing infrastructure needs and gaps for places undergoing
rapid growth; the preparation of cost benefit analysis; and ensuring transparent linkages to
the planning system would be a very welcome initiative. A pilot of a Local Renewal Agency
could also test a council-led collaborative approach.
This inclusive approach to planning infrastructure would help to build community trust,
minimise red tape, avoid wasteful duplication of council planning and assessment effort,
reduce project delays, provide more certainty for developers, help avoid escalating
congestion and poor servicing of growing populations.
Many areas in Greater Sydney are experiencing significant transformation and would
benefit from place-based growth and infrastructure alignment methods in the PIC. These
places have been identified in the Greater Sydney Region Plan albeit with some further
refinements as new transport infrastructure routes are now announced.
A broader process should provide an early insight of where growth can be most costeffectively supported by the provision of infrastructure.
In essence a collaborative model that looks holistically at a place to identify the most costeffective sequencing for growth aligned with the provision of infrastructure is essentially
replicable. [See earlier discussion about the differentiated precinct pathways in this
submission].
For replicability at smaller scales, there should be an easier, and straightforward approval
path that enables individual agencies to routinely develop infrastructure plans that respond
to accepted place-based growth priorities contained in the Greater Sydney District Plans.
Such a shift will help to get away from a silo mentality and support agencies to develop
new more nimble accountability and approval processes that integrate with capital budget
development and project prioritisation.
The challenge for government agencies is as much about organisational culture as
finance. It requires fostering collaboration, reconsidering priorities from a bigger
perspective of community benefit and productivity and taking a wider perspective to better
harness the available resources through collaboration.
The development of the PIC provides a valuable opportunity to adopt a shared
methodology used by the PIC for developing integrated infrastructure investment plans
together with a common language defined for this work. This positive development will
improve understanding and reduce highly unproductive repetition between councils and
agencies. A robust framework could operate in conjunction with a stronger place-based
approach to planning that can be applied across the board from the local to the regional
scales.
A sound methodology has much to offer communities, strategic leadership, local councils
and government agencies.
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Another potential off-shoot of this approach is the adoption of a standard way or
methodology for agencies to look at and measure the need for investment in future
infrastructure that has acceptance across State-line agencies and utilities as well as
Treasury.
The broader adoption of a PIC framework could assist local councils to make more robust
business cases for funding linked to an infrastructure compact between state government
and individual councils to support planned population growth and new transformational
urban places.
Commission Question: How can community and industry better participate?
Sydney “needs additional public infrastructure – and private business equipment and
structures and housing – accommodate the needs of every extra person (born locally as
well as immigrant) if average living standards aren’t to fall.12”.
Infrastructure contributions paid by developers to state and local governments are often
not applied on a consistent basis. Contributions liabilities are often unclear, which can
adversely affect decisions by property owners and developers.
On the other hand, increasingly infrastructure and services are being delivered by the
private sector and not-for-profit service providers to meet future demands and to share the
cost of provision and delivery. Sometimes this is through public private partnerships,
contracting and or commissioning. Understanding a sequenced approach to precinct
planning will be critical to their investment strategies and assessing obligations to make
infrastructure contributions.
The privatisation of infrastructure, outsourcing of its management, asset recycling
programs, market design, long-term leasing, and extensive use of subcontracting pose
particular challenges to a holistic approach to developing place-based infrastructure
investment planning aligned to growth.
Accordingly, an infrastructure investment plan needs to find ways of involving the nongovernment sector in planning and testing the potential funding and financing implications
of major elements that are often driven by market forces. Examples include transport
services (e.g. ferries, buses, light rail, cargo facilities, tollways, airports), utilities
(desalination plants, electricity and gas distribution, waste management) and social
services (homelessness services, out of home care, affordable and social housing
management). The planning challenge is to do this planning ahead of asset sales,
contracting and commissioning and opportunities for market testing.
While Government contracting and regulating bodies should provide advice about future
plans, it will be important to find avenues for consulting, and testing assumptions about
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non-government provision and costs to government in growing the private and
community sectors that deliver community infrastructure.
Similar to government agencies, private infrastructure providers may need to make
adjustments to their internal data collection and decision-making frameworks to respond to
place based thinking and to identify place-based service gaps and needs.
One of the planning challenges comes from service information about supply and demand
being held by numerous service providers who treat it as commercial-in-confidence. The
capacity to collect and aggregate this data to gain robust a place-based picture is often
very constrained.
Due to these limitations, some infrastructure industry planning may need to be undertaken
by a government or local government body as a proxy for these private and not for profit
stakeholders.

Key findings for GPOP
Commission Question: What findings from GPOP do you agree with?
Finding 1
“The GPOP pilot showed that the ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3 and ‘Visionary’ Scenario 4
for GPOP delivered the greatest liveability, productivity and sustainability benefits, and
these outweighed the costs.”
The conclusion that these scenarios delivered around double13 the net benefits of the
‘Incremental’ Scenario 2 suggests the potential importance of more widely applying the
model to other places in Sydney undergoing rapid growth.
Trialling the model in other settings (apart from GPOP and the Western Parkland City)
could usefully explore whether these results are replicable and whether the necessary
ingredients (such as the ability to grow industry and jobs sub-regionally) could be present
for this to occur in smaller, more confined locations like new transit corridors.
Less spectacular place-based developments should not become the poor cousin of
landmark city-making developments, lacking in infrastructure investment nor devoid of
cross agency collaboration. They also require a measured and proportionate response
that delivers government growth aligned investment. This will ensure the benefits of good
growth are more evenly spread and community fears of traffic congestion and
overcrowding in schools and public amenities like parks are seriously addressed and do
not gain momentum.
The Paper highlights that the value of liveability was assumed to improve by providing
better access to jobs, and that this would be reflected in people’s willingness to pay for
housing to be close to where they can work. As higher house prices and rents are directly
embedded in the model, it is vitally important to consider and incorporate the social and
13
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affordable housing provision as critical infrastructure in the model to reduce
inequities and mitigate impacts for low income earning households.
Finding 2: Taking a holistic approach to places
SSROC agrees with the proposition that “great places need a wide range of social,
economic and environmental infrastructure such as trees, parks, schools and health
facilities”. Previously in this submission the omission of two important types of essential
community infrastructure: waste management and affordable rental housing provision was
noted. A holistic approach needs to include both to ensure both are included and
adequately planned for.
Local Strategic Planning Statements (LSPSs) will soon set out 20-year visions for the local
government areas’ land-uses, special character and values that are to be preserved, as
well as how change will be managed into the future.
This creates a number of challenges for integration of infrastructure planning as a number
of places will extend across more than one local government area. The LSPS importantly
is designed around the spatial response to long-term housing growth targets derived from
GSC District Plans. It is critically important however, that the LSPS as the local expression
of communities’ future directions is not sidelined but rather plays a central role in the
application of the PIC and the selection of the preferred growth scenario.
Finding 3: Better decision-making with early insights
The scale of necessary infrastructure requires a clear understanding of costs, and of who
should be contributing to them, in order to guide better decisions and achieve the most
effective use of resources.
The PIC Pilot considered the fundamental question of who should pay for and/or
contribute to the infrastructure identified under the scenarios. Given the PIC Pilot found
that at least 50 per cent (and up to 76 per cent) of costs would have to be funded by the
NSW Government, local government needs to understand the full extent of the State
Government’s and their own expected contribution and its timing before land-use
decisions are made.
SSROC supports gaining a better understanding of the cumulative impacts of local and
state contributions and the capacity of developers to make contributions across the place
being planned. A revised version of the PIC should aim to look comprehensively at state,
regional and local infrastructure requirements and related contributions.
SSROC also favours the Government exploring new ways not just to partner with the
private and not-for-profit sectors to deliver services and infrastructure but also to plan for it.
This recognises that new infrastructure is now almost always delivered by the private
sector. Increasingly, services are provided by the private and not-for-profit sectors.
As an important first step in their engagement, the PIC outputs should give private and
not-for-profit providers better and more predictable information to plan and deliver their
services.
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Finding 4: Understanding the varying costs for precincts
“The cost of delivering new homes and jobs varies across the 26 precincts in GPOP,
owing to differing local conditions and levels of existing infrastructure.”
SSROC supports adopting a consistent method for apportioning the capital costs of
infrastructure and utilities to an area as this will offer many benefits. Infrastructure and
utilities often serve varying catchments and users outside an area being planned.
Therefore, a consistent approach to costs will help all parties involved in estimating need
for the specific area being planned, as well as current landholders, to accept the results.
In the GPOP, the PIC found the cost of accommodating a new resident or job varied from
under $50,000 in some precincts, to more than $100,000 in others.
SSROC supports the notion that this information should be publicly available to help guide
planning to support successful places and communities where there is adequate
infrastructure.
As there will always be competition for the finite government resources to provide
infrastructure, private developers will need to acknowledge this ‘good growth’ constraint,
unless they are collectively willing to make substantially higher infrastructure contributions
to close the precinct cost differential to accelerate the timing of their developments.
Finding 5: Moving to a more orderly sequenced approach
“If all recent and proposed land use changes in GPOP were to happen in the near term, it
would not be possible to fund all of the necessary infrastructure at the same time. Growth
must be sequenced to meet market demand, but it must not outpace the NSW
Government’s capacity to fund services and infrastructure.”
The Paper notes that the key findings of the PIC Pilot confirm that “the most effective way
of aligning growth with the provision of infrastructure is through a high-level sequencing
plan leading to more orderly development”14.
SSROC acknowledges the following benefits for:
• places to be well-planned, with a coordinated approach to funding and delivering
services and infrastructure aimed at enhancing liveability, productivity and
sustainability for local communities
• more targeted investment in services and infrastructure to maximise utilisation by
communities while avoiding ad hoc demands that are unlikely to be met in a timely
way
• market demand to be met in a number of strategically selected precincts rather than
trying to facilitate growth everywhere.
The strategic position of the sequencing plan has the potential to drive the other planning
processes. Sequencing of the delivery of infrastructure should inform the timing of councils
planning proposals as well as government agency infrastructure pipelines.
14
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At best, this will guide and inform decisions about how to implement the strategic
intent of Local Strategic Planning Statements for the benefit of existing and new
community members. It should inform the orderly updating of Councils’ Local
Environmental Plans and the related timing of land use re-zonings to take best advantage
of the investment in both public and private infrastructure.
However, if the sequencing plan is not well aligned with existing plans, at worst, the
sequencing plan could drive changes that were unacceptable to local councils and
communities. Potentially the process could in effect override the intent in the adopted
LSPS and impose changes never envisaged or endorsed by the local community and
other stakeholders.
SSROC therefore recommends that if there are major misalignments between the LSPSs
and sequencing plans, and if the infrastructure plan is to take precedence to meet State
priorities, then a revision of the LSPS(s) is undertaken by council(s) and then widely
consulted upon.
The cross-cutting issue of social and economic infrastructure is a key priority for all local
councils to enable them to fulfil their mandate to serve and support their residents and
visitors more effectively and efficiently. Typically, this will require the State Government
agencies, utilities and the private sector other not for profit partners and stakeholders to
work and deliver on common goals.
Commission Question: Do you understand why we need to sequence development
in GPOP?
“As it is not possible for government to fund all the necessary infrastructure at the same
time, growth must be sequenced to meet market demand while not outpacing the
combined capacity of NSW Government funding and developers’ contributions to pay for
services and infrastructure”15. It seeks to show where new jobs and housing could most
cost effectively be delivered to provide the most benefits for people and business.
A long term, integrated strategic approach to infrastructure contributions can help to fix the
uncertainty of developer contributions. The PIC model and pilot show that this should
include the sequencing of development with infrastructure investment. The place-based
sequencing needs to go beyond the timing of planning decisions to include announcing
contribution requirements ahead of rezoning and the announcement of infrastructure
plans.
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Commission Question: Have we missed anything?
Future Governance
The PIC model has been developed in collaboration with more than 20 NSW Government
agencies and utility providers. It represents the benefit of a process with strong, patient
and fit-for-purpose governance.
The future success of the PIC will very much depend on getting the governance of the
process right and maintaining an effective governance framework over time.
The development phase of a PIC will be assisted by the presence of a trusted broker for
all the stakeholders: Government; councils; and utilities; as well as communities, to plan,
agree and align their priorities. The Greater Sydney Commission with a comprehensive
long-term vision for all of Sydney is well placed to perform or oversee this consultative
planning role.
The funding and investment phase will be assisted by a NSW Government agency like
Infrastructure NSW. It has a core role to robustly assess and fund infrastructure and the
authority and mechanisms to secure long-term funding commitments from and through
NSW Treasury, the Commonwealth and the non-government sector. This role should a be
complemented by independent auditing of the process.
Resourcing the governance arrangements will be critical to the model’s ongoing success
and use in replicable situations, even with the development of new tools, a language and
process shared between the participants, and prequalified experts and consultants.
Local councils should be clearly elevated to a PIC Partner alongside the government
agencies and utility providers.
Non-government for-profit and not-for-profit providers delivering infrastructure within the
PIC should also be engaged within the governance framework.

Realising the PIC proposals
Commission Question: How do we make sure the proposals from Place-based
Infrastructure Compact are delivered?
In general terms, SSROC agrees with the implementation schema proposed in the
Discussion Paper:
o Amendments to strategic and statutory plans
o Finalisation of business cases for State Agencies capital investment plans
and NSW government budget
o Keeping the PIC up to date
o Monitoring and reporting on performance indicators.
A number of important caveats have been flagged already in this submission.
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It is important that the aligning of decisions impacting strategic and statutory plans be
developed in conjunction with local councils to ensure one consistent long-term
vision for a place. The sequencing of precincts should be implemented through, or made
in conjunction with, councils’ local strategic planning statements.
Commission Question: What level of transparency should there be around
infrastructure planning and delivery in places undergoing significant change and
growth?
A high level of transparency is desirable around infrastructure planning and delivery.
However, special care needs to be taken to avoid triggering land speculation and potential
corruption risks.
Getting the best out of the model requires a strong commitment to transparency by the
PIC partners to help overcome its potential misuse to justify predetermined political
decisions that are not linked to evidence.
Care is needed to align decision-making about growth plans so that communities and
developers have clarity about what will happen and when.
The timing of PIC related announcements is also important to mitigate land price
speculation. As the NSW Productivity Discussion Paper Kickstarting the productivity
conversation notes16 land is often the most significant expense in delivering new
infrastructure.
Governments can provide infrastructure at lower costs by:
o securing the necessary land before projects are announced and or strategic
plans are executed (thereby pre-empting the increase in land values) and,
o applying infrastructure contributions to land with a project service catchment,
thereby moderating increases in land values while also helping to fund the
project.
Value capture for the purpose of infrastructure, such as developer contributions to
affordable rental housing, will be much more effective if affordable rental housing schemes
are in place ahead of, or at the same time as, the announcement of land re-zonings.
Commission Question: How can we keep you up to date with delivering the PIC
proposals?
SSROC supports the proposal to review the PIC, in collaboration with local Government
Partners, every five years:
•
•
•
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as land use plans are updated and development occurs;
at a point where new city shaping infrastructure decisions are made; and
if market conditions change dramatically or new community preferences are made.

NSW Productivity Commission Discussion Paper, page 82
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The review process needs to maintain the long-term funding commitments to ensure
trust and confidence in the process. It also needs to be strongly aligned and
coordinated with local council land use planning updates of LSPSs and LEPs.

Conclusion
As SSROC member councils form a large part of the Metropolis of Three Cities in Greater
Sydney, they have a direct interest in supporting and advocating for these transformational
shifts and investment in infrastructure to achieve better place-based planning.
As part of developing the NSW planning reform agenda, we look forward to the further
development of the Place-based Infrastructure Compact. We need to scale up this
planning response to help meet the growth challenge facing Sydney.
SSROC trusts that the consultation process offers a genuine opportunity for local councils
to work closely with the NSW Government to ensure our communities have the
infrastructure they need as they grow. SSROC endorses the proposed sequencing plan
but one that is preferably led or at least closely coordinated with local council planning
decisions.
SSROC suggests that the PIC methodology could have wider application for other
areas/precincts undergoing rapid growth. This should make it easier for councils to get
consistent engagement and investment from government agencies.
In order to make this submission within the timeframe for receiving comments, it has not
been possible for it to be reviewed by councils or to be endorsed by the SSROC. I will
contact you further if any issues arise as it is reviewed. If you have any queries please
do not hesitate to contact me or Helen Sloan SSROC’s Program Manager or Mark
Nutting, SSROC’s Strategic Planning Manager on 8396 3800.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Discussion Papers and we are
keen to participate in any further stages of developing the PIC, in particular discussions
about its impact on, and collaborative engagement with, local councils.
Yours faithfully

Namoi Dougall
General Manager
Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Council
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State-led
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Collaborative- Multi LGA
Type of Empowerment

Hig
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Intensity of population& jobs growth
increasing complexity

Clusters of Planned
Precincts

Singular Planned
Precinct

Multi-precinct
city shaping
growth &
investment

Parts of new transit
growth corridor

Greenfields land
releases

Incremental growth

Low
Low

Speed of planned growth & investment

High

Draft schema for informing contextual uses of
the Place-based Infrastructure Compact

Use full model
New collaborative version - instigated by councils
or State Government
Use definitions, methodology and tools to assess
and plan infrastructure
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To:
Subject:
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Tuesday, 17 December 2019 5:15 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Submission to Canada Bay.pdf

17 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group living in North
Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but also to bring to a close the
years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We discuss the
sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it collaborates with the
City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review by the GSC) is aligned with the
strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the announcement of the
Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing infrastructure that will truly revolutionise
the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since 2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our
area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8 storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can
appreciate this set an expectation for the area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this
was then changed to an FSR of 0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet
to be provided. The residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and
look forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has been
built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable urbanisation outlined in the
points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield area. We, like
you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to defer the Homebush-North
Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group of streets from Allen to Conway street at
North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North,
South, East and West have the potential to be redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta
Road Strategy 2016-2023) to heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of
the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct
so to produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed for a
developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively modest expenditure
on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance to the M4 tunnel, easy and
close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We have walking, running and cycling paths
used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the
list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy
access to abundant green open space including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington
parks. We have a diversity of schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have
direct and easy access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking, cycling and
public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play a key role in the 30
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minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North Strathfield when developed will
enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater number of people living within walking
distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the urbanisation
of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the Sydney Metro West stop
at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed in the report supporting the case for
redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the Metro
station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of course the ensuing
LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as we already
have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel that the sequence of
Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be developed in Phase 1 (now) and not
delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro West
Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key pieces of
infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for assurance and
compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated during this process to take
into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes between Allen St and Conway Ave so as
to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and
we look forward to providing feedback on the updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and
GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in sessions.

Regards,
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13 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets from Allen to Conway street at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
between Allen St and Conway Ave so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wednesday, 11 December 2019 12:20 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot Draft feedback
Submission to GSC PIC Letter.docx; Submission to GSC.pdf

Hi,
Please find following my feedback as requested.
There are three broad subjects for feedback, namely the process of the Place based Infrastructure compact, the assumptions
made in relation to GPOP and specifically the Homebush-North Strathfield and the process of feedback
1) the process of the Place based Infrastructure compact
Whilst I respect the intent of the model, the assumptions that flow and the priorities and actions that arise seem to lack
transparency.
Decsion's are made with regard to infrastructure requirements that are not available to the public. The co-Len's tool is mentioned
yet poorly explained.
This lack of transparency leads to the assessment that documents such as this Compact Pilot Draft for GPOP can be produced
without scrutiny and data could be used to justify already decided priorities. This document has increased my scepticism about the
transparency of planning, not reduced it. The lack of a specific response to specific questions regarding this issue has only further
increased my concern (see point 3)
2) The Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct
This section fills the bulk of my feedback. Please see the 2 attached documents as attachments supporting my concern.
My broad concern is deciding to delay the Homebush - North Strathfield precinct until stage 2, when the majority of the area is
already scheduled to be developed under the Parramatta Road Strategy before this. This leaves a group of streets (Allen st Conway ave), of which I am a resident, as a significant part of the precinct which will be left outside of a planned strategy for the
next 10 years. This will produce exactly the ad hoc development for this area that you express a desire to avoid and will condemn
this group of residents to further uncertainty. This will, in my opinion, produce a much poorer outcome for this area and,
considering the immediate vicinity to the North Strathfield train station and planned metro, a poorer outcome for the objectives of
the GSC.
3) Process of feedback.
As an organisation you spend a lot of time providing information on how well you consult or asking for feedback on a range of
subjects. Unfortunately, when a discrete request is emailed regarding further information about the methodology of infrastructure
requirements and the co-Lens tool and a request to access information, no reply was received despite numerous phone calls and
promises that an email response and telephone call would be forthcoming.
I can't marry this concrete example of a failure to reply to a request for information, with all your stated principles around
community engagement, unless the failure to respond to a request for information around the methodology was deliberate. (and
hence my scepticism - see point one)
Regards,
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13 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets from Allen to Conway street at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
between Allen St and Conway Ave so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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18 December 2019
Ms Lucy Turnbull AO
Chief Commissioner
Greater Sydney Commission
By Email: engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear Ms Turnbull,
RE:

Implementing the Place infrastructure Compact framework

The Urban Development Institute of Australia – NSW Division (UDIA) recognises that the
Sydney community demands a transparent and robust planning framework, one that
supports logical and sequential development, coordinated with essential enabling transport
and community infrastructure.
UDIA is pleased to make this submission into the Greater Parramatta and Olympic
Peninsula Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot (PIC).UDIA remains strongly supportive
of the conceptual PIC model, believing it has the clear potential to help support an efficient,
transparent, accountable, predictable and equitable infrastructure funding and coordination
regime.
The critical achievement that we acknowledge is bringing together a collaboration of
infrastructure agencies to plan for a place, prior to development occurring, which should
align capital expenditure so infrastructure and growth are aligned. UDIA congratulates the
Commission on delivering this Pilot.
Unfortunately, the PIC in its current form lacks the transparency to demonstrate to industry
that it provides an efficient, accountable, predictable, and equitable infrastructure decisionmaking which informs planning decisions.
UDIA raised these concerns in a workshop with yourself on 8 th November and reiterated
these concerns on 17th December. As many of the underlying inputs(which are required to
properly scrutinise the PIC results) we are advised remain cabinet-in-confidence, UDIA and
its membership are unable to engage in a meaningful and informed discussion about the PIC
and its results. Having said that, we welcome the place-based based approach to
infrastructure as it has the potential to:
•

Provide predictability to industry and community about infrastructure delivery and
sequencing.

•

Inform planning decisions to prioritise great places.

With that in mind, we make the following comments to seek to improve the PIC process and
add confidence into the PIC:
1. Incorporate Local Government in the PIC – We recognise the Commission has
acknowledged in future it will seek to collaborate more closely with local government,
as it is disappointing the PIC wasn’t aligned with the Parramatta LSPS. We note in
the Draft Paramatta Submission to the PIC, the Council highlighted its desire to be
more involved in the preparation of the PIC stating that close collaboration would
“help in the preparation and successful application of these models in the future”.
Urban Development
Institute of Australia
NEW SOUTH WALES

PO Box Q402,
QVB Post Office NSW 1230
Level 5, 56 Clarence Street
Sydney NSW 2000
e udia@udiansw.com.au
t 02 9262 1214
w www.udiansw.com.au
abn 43 001 172 363

2. Explicitly include discussion of benefit in the PIC – In practice, the PIC appears
to provide a cost-lens only, without consideration of potential benefits that can be
realised to a city or a location, we note there is some work on net benefits included in
Finding 1 (of the PIC), although it seems to be lost at the place-level in Finding 4.
This means that where the PIC informs planning decisions, such as prioritisation, the
analysis only considers cost and not benefits. GSC has provided a summary of
various growth scenarios, but with no breakdown into precincts. We recommend full
disclosure of this analysis so industry can help inform potential greater future city
outcomes, in order to improve planning.
3. Clarity on PIC timeframes – Throughout the PIC it is unclear through what temporal
span the PIC considers the city i.e. a10, 20, 40-year lens, and on which lens the
decisions are being made. The scenarios are 40 years (p 33), the infrastructure
requirements are 10 years (p33), the capital cost of infrastructure is over 20 years (p
35). The lack of consistency and supporting documentation make it challenging to
assess what the PIC considers.
4. Release supporting studies – There are no supporting studies for the PIC, one of
the important achievements of the Region Plan was releasing the supporting studies,
which provided an evidence base to create discussions and persuade industry and
community that the strategy was sound. Wherever, possible supporting studies
should be released alongside the PIC documents. This information which is required
includes:
o Assumptions used to calculate the forecasted dwelling and job targets for the
four growth scenarios for 10, 20, and 40 year time periods in the model;
o Qualitative data used in the model to calculate the cost of growth per precinct;
o Methodology and data used to calculate the net benefits of each growth
scenario in relation to the cost of infrastructure compared to the place-based
benefits;
o The estimated cost of the infrastructure priorities;
o The process undertaken to calculate total infrastructure costs;
o More detail around the apportionment approach for infrastructure costs;
o Detail about how funding sources were determined and allocated to different
infrastructure priorities.
5. Metro Connecting the Future City – PIC appears to consider the West Metro
station locations in GPOP. However, it is unclear how this short-term cost focussed
approach can address the city shaping issues which need to be considered to ensure
Sydney’s second CBD is given the necessary infrastructure to become the Central
City. This needs a very long-term assessment of the future city potential looking up to
one hundred years in the future to ensure the right alignments are delivered.
To be successful as Sydney’s second city in the GSC polycentric strategy Parramatta
needs to at least double the number of jobs and should be seriously considered for
regional rail connections to Newcastle and Wollongong as currently under review by
Professor McNaughton. As part of these regional connections, corridor preservation
for Sydney metro rail should be maintained to create a Central City North-South Rail
Spine. Parramatta must be targeting global leadership as a ‘second city’ along with
Rotterdam, West Midlands Conurbation, and San Jose, which have connection within
the city catchment and connection to other cities in the conurbation.
UDIA has piloted an Urban AI model in Western Sydney, which provides a machine
learning approach to forecasting and modelling the future city enablement from rail
investment for the Western City through the full provision of the Greater Western
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Sydney Metro. This approach could be leveraged to model the long-term value of the
future city in GPOP including the potential for Regional and Metro rail connections.
6. Provide a clear infrastructure list required for a place and triggers – The PIC
provides insufficient detail on infrastructure required. Provision ofa list with
investment triggers such as dwellings, floorspace, occupation for each infrastructure
item, would help provide industry and the community with confidence that certain
infrastructure will be completed.
7. Create a governance structure to deliver infrastructure – While planning for
infrastructure is important, government needs to create the governance and
accountability to ensure the infrastructure is built. This can be supported by reporting
the performance on agencies to deliver the infrastructure, potentially incorporated
through the Greater Sydney Commission’s Pulse.
Tracking growth and infrastructure delivery through an Urban Development Program,
which tracks growth and infrastructure gaps on an ongoing basis provides a
common-starting point to bring the coordination and accountability to deliver
infrastructure.
The UDIA is collaborating with local government and key servicing agencies on an
Urban Development Program (UDP) in South West Sydney, following our successful
pilot in Blacktown this year, which provides a clear five-year vision on growth and
infrastructure. We would be pleased to incorporate Commission representatives into
the South West UDP Demonstration.
8. Provide for continual review to adapt to industry changes – The PIC provides a
prioritisation framework over the medium-term; however, there does not seem to be a
process for continual review to ensure that the work remains relevant to current
market conditions as well as the city’s preferences. We seek further clarification as to
the continual review process for the PIC.
Many of these recommendations highlight the need for additional information, we have
applied this to a case study of the Camellia Precinct as set out below.
Case Study: Camellia
The UDIA has prepared this case study to highlight industry concern about the level of
transparency in the PIC.
Background
The Camellia Precinct has historically been an industrial precinct, which had been
identified for a new town centre incorporating 5,000 jobs and 10,000 homes within walking
distance on light-rail. It was identified by the Department of Planning, included in the GSC
District Plans, and confirmed in the draft Paramatta LSPS.
As a former industrial precinct there are substantial flooding and contamination concerns
that need to be resolved.
Findings in the PIC
The PIC identifies Camellia as having extremely high cost to accommodate a new
resident or job in the ‘Transformative’ Scenario – in excess of $100,000 per dwelling or
job. UDIA understands this is due to the proposed upgrade of James Ruse Drive.
UDIA Analysis
While, we understand the key cost driver for Camellia is James Ruse Drive, this has not
been confirmed by the GSC. We also consider it is likely to be a project that will need to
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occur regardless of development in Camellia. Furthermore, proponents in Camellia have
proposed a ‘three bridge’ solution, which would mean Camellia could be disconnected
from James Ruse Drive, meaning the upgrade is not required and the cost should not be
included.
In their draft submission, Paramatta Council noted that the position in the PIC does not
align with the DPIE master-plan, the Planning Proposal, and recommended further
analysis of the cost of growth under various land use scenarios is required to determine
the most suitable uses and density for the precinct.
Conclusions
Discussion about growth in precincts, such as Camellia would be improved with a better
understanding of the costing and assumption by industry, community, and government.
This work should be completed with close involvement of Parramatta City Council and
long-term analysis of the future city potential.

We understand there are intentions to continue the PIC roll-out to other parts of Sydney,
particularly the Aerotropolis and the Greater Penrith to Eastern Creek corridor. UDIA makes
the following recommendations to provide greater confidence as we seek to collaborate on
the future city:
1. Include Council as a key stakeholder and participant in the PIC
2. Regularly engage with industry, as well as providing evidence for decision-making in
the PIC
3. Provide greater detail about the assumptions and the breakdown of the conclusions
to allow co-designed solutions to achieved.
4. Complete long-term analysis of the future city potential to provide a more complete
cost-benefit analysis.
Providing this transparency and alignment will ensure that there is confidence in
infrastructure decision-making and a robust evidence-base that can be challenged and
defended in a meaningful way. With further information, UDIA will be in a position to make a
significantly more informed submission that considers the future city and fully assesses the
decisions made by the PIC. Therefore, we request the opportunity to make a further
submission as more information becomes available and would be happy to attend further
meetings and to work with UDIA members to improve the GPOP PIC.
We look forward to your response at the earliest opportunity. We would be pleased to
continue our discussions with the GSC to assist in promoting a strategic place-based
approach to infrastructure, please contact Sam Stone, Manager, State Policy and
Government Relations on (02) 9262 1214 or at sstone@udiansw.com.au to arrange.

Yours sincerely

Steve Mann
Chief Executive
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